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ABSTRACT 
The project entitled "Sman Home Simulation" is a project that shows simul.1ting of 
Sman Home in a real \\ Orld application. This simulation system is a simulation just 
like other simulation system such as circuit simulator which show exactly like a real 
application of how does it work. 
This project emphusi1c in how to control the system via Internet. In order to simulate 
how the system will operate, th is project consist a usa interface, a virtual home 
module and simulation control. The user interface and simulation control wi ll be 
installed in one computer and a virtual home module 111 another. These computers 
will be connected to the Internet or LAN in order to act ltkc controll tng home from 
anywhere O\ er the net 
This project 1s nnt 111' oh rng an 1 lmrdwarc 01 cm·111 1 such as home auloma11on 
controller or h1-h.:t:l1 r :idgct 01 even a s1mpk c11 c111t I his JHOJCCt 1s totally a 
simulation system to guide people to undc1stand lw\\ does 11 wo1k in general amt 
help them how to manage thl.! housl.! with this b1 and new technolog systcm This 
project im olving de\ doping a user mtcrfacc. virtual home module and simulation 
cont rol module to make thcsc computt.:rs that contam these two modules 
communicate with ench other. 
At the end of this project, The Smart Home Simulation is expected to be such as 
other simulator that existence to provide an overview to understanding about real 
world Sman I lomc especially to customer that interested to own this technology in 
their home 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
The lnternet. It 's changing our lifestyle, the way we work, live, play and learn. 
Today almost all of Malaysian household own a computer and most of them access 
the Internet from home. 
Broadband services will open it up even more. Allowing high-speed, high-quality 
services such as online music and shopping, and virtually free international 
communication 
More than that , cable modem!- nnd satellite arc ahHty~ on Prm 1drng the freedom to 
:-cc and control a home and onin: from virtually anv" hcrl' :ill\ t11ne over the net 
1.2 \ Vlrnt is the S ma r t ll o11H·'! 
A Sman I lomc is a home th;1t li.:atu1es an advanced tks1 ~1 11 :111d 111crn po rates wi th 
rnll.: lligent electrica l and I I' ~\'~ tem$ that integrate$' 1th var 1011s appliance within the 
home to provide the owner "tth a scam-less, and cas) to operate their home 
management system. 
Security can actl\ cs lights, telephones can communicate with thennostats, touch 
screen can control all the home systems and also via Internet. These High Tech 
systems provide residential convenience, increase security, and improved comfort for 
enhanced lifestyles. 
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The real world Smart Home typically consist LCD keypad inside the house and 
Graphic User Interface to control the systems. LCD often uses to control the system 
when you are home and Graphic User Interface when you are away by log-on to the 
Internet. The system's developer also provided home automation controller which 
consists every single circuit that controlled all the home appliance and input from 
LCD keypad or from the web. Besides to control the home appliance, the system 
usually consist security features such as smoke or heat detector to avoid any fire. It 's 
also consists movement detector to detect any intruder or stranger in the house. Some 
system provides camera SUI\ ei llancc or telephone control features depend on 
packages offered bv the company to customer. 
In the real \\ Orld , man l lrnm:. usa mtcrfaccs typical I) stoH.:d 1n a sen er that can he 
accessed b) user \ 1a l11tc111c1 F\cry security fcntures such a-; pac;~mords. user 
1dcnt1licat1011 and rcquesltng senal number provided l)\ the enmpany to avoid 
had~c1 s f1om nc.:ccss111 r the sv-.1c111 
1.2 Project Overview 
The Smart I lomc Simul:ltion 1s a s11nulator thnt shows how to manage the home with 
the Smart 1 lomc technology It consists or three core moduk ·1 he first module is 
user interface, the same mterfacc that will be used in real \ orld application. The 
second module 1s \ irtual home modules that act like a home with the real system. 
The last module 1s simulation control , which it will control the signal that transmits 
from user interface to virtual home module and vice-versa. In this simulation system, 
user wi ll interact with the interface to control the home appliance such as fan, light, 
air-condition and so on. 
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The first module, the user interface will be installed in a computer which is PC A. 
The computer must be a high-end computer to avoid any error during the simulating. 
This computer \\ill execute all simulating instruction before it sending the signal to 
virtual home module. 
Virtual home module\ 111 be installed in another computer, PC B, and will show the 
effect from input thnt has been entered from the user interface. For example user 
switch-on the bedroom light from the user interface and from the virtual home 
module user can sec the light "ill switch-on virtually and it 1s exactly like a real 
\\ orld Smart 1 lomc 
S1111ulat1on control '"" be 111'-tallcd 111 PC A which is the ' rum: computer with the 
rirsl moduk:. /\II the s1mul:1t1n11 p1m:ess Will be gem:ratcd 111 Pl' /\ before the signal 
1s sc11d1ng to the output <.:ompult:t 
l.J Project Objccti\'cs 
The objecti cs of this project arc 
• To pro id!! a smH1lato1 ll..l be used for company that tk vcloping smart home 
technology. 
• To develop a mobile mart Home model. The developers company easy to 
simulate a virtual Smart Home to people anywhere. 
• To reduce cost by developing a simulation system instead of building many 
real Smart Home show room. 
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• To allow people to understanding about how to communicate and to interact 
with the system and generally about how does the system works. 
• To provide people especially to customer about the system before they decide 
to install it at thei r home. 
• To provide people with the knowledge of brand new technology in order to 
encourage a new technology and invention in Malaysia. 
1.4 Project Scope 
cope in this project is focus to several aspects. Therefore in th is project, the system 
is focused to: 
• Developing ::t Smart I tome si mulation using software and not involving any 
hard\\ are or c1rcutt 
• This ~ystcm will pn)\ idc home Ill vi rtual and user 11uc1 focc as an rn pul po11ll 
• Developing simulatt0n control. 
• Develop n sod.1.:t to c11:1bk int1.: rfac1.: module to L'on1nH111tt:atc with v11 tual 
home module. 
1.6 Project Schedule 
This project "ill be carried out rn two stages. First stage 1s involves activities such as 
project initiation. research and literature review, requirements analysis and the 
system design. Thi. first stage wi ll explain and schedule the project development 
process. econd stage is emphasis on coding and testing activities. The schedule for 
the activit ies of both stages is as fo llows: 
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Symbol Task Duration (week) Predecessor 
A Project initiation 4 null 
8 Literature research 9 /\ 
c Requirement analysis 9 null 
D System design 6 c 
Table 1 1: Fi rst stage development management 
Figure I. I: First stage network task diagram 
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June July August September 
Task\ \ \/eek 2 3 4 l 2 3 4 5 2341234 
Project initiation 
Literature research 
System analysis 
System design 
Table 1 2: f-irst stage Gantt chart 
F11 ~ t stage tnsk detai ls is sho" n as below: 
Projt•ct Initiation I .itcraturc ystcm Annlysis " System Design 
Research 
,/ Overview ,/ In formation ,/ Annlysis on ,/ Review on 
,/ Objective collecting methodology user 
./ Scope ,/ Research on ,/ Review of the requirement 
tools required entire project ,/ Interface 
./ Research on requirement design 
net\ ork (software and ,/ Virtual home 
configuration hardware) design 
,/ Report 
Table 1.3: First stage task details 
6 
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Symbol Task Duration (week) Predecessor 
A Coding 9 null 
8 Testing 10 A 
c Documentation 9 null 
Table l .4: Second stage development management 
Figure 1.2: Sl.!cond stogc network tnsJ.. dingram 
October November December January 
Task\ \\1eek 2 3 4 L5 • I 2 I~ 2 3 4 • 2 3 4 s 
Coding 
Testing 
Documentation 
Table 1 .5: Second stage Gantt chart 
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Second stage task details is shown as below: 
Coding Testing I Documentation 
../ Develop interface ../ Unit and integration ../ Completing of 
../ Develop vinual testing project 
home ../ System testing documentation 
../ Correction and I ../ Submission of 
enhancement I documentation 
Table 1.6: Second stage task details 
1.7 Expected Outcome 
From the study and information gathering I have done, there is some expected 
outcome from Smart I tome S11nulation. The fo llowing arc the c~pcctat10ns . 
• A simulation that p1m H.k s an easy way to undcrs1and111g a real Smart 1 lome 
• A simulntmn that hl'lps dcq .:lopcr lo enhance a 11.:.tl Smail I lomc ka1111 cs h\ 
running this system 
• To be a simula1 1rn1 -;ud1 as other simulator that C\l'\lem:c to provide an 
overview to um.h.:rstanding about rea l world Sma1 l I lo111e 
l.8 Conclusion 
This chapter provides a gcnc1al description uboul the proposed project. Statement of 
project objccti cs, significance and scope are stated. Schedule of the project and its 
repon layout arc described before ending with summary. The next chapter will 
discuss literature review of this system. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 ln troduct ion 
Literature review is a bad.ground research on infonnation gathered to develop a 
project or system. The research intended to equip the developer with development 
environment and some knowledge of the strengths and limitations of several 
development tools. It will also help the developer in choosing the right tools to 
develop the system. Literature review is also done to help the developer of a system 
to know some or the existing features offered by a similar existing system. lf there 
arc no existing system has been developed~ literature re' icw is a useful step to 
de clop a sys1cm withm user's requirements met. 
In this chapter. emphasis "' g1, en on fact finding. tools n;senrch and computer 
con figural ion. 
2.2 Fnct finding 
To develop a system, a lot ol rnfo1 m11t1on nceus to be gat l11;1ed about the system 
itsdl~ the procedures ill\ uh e<l to develop the system and the methodologies used to 
develop the s. stem. All tl11s rnf'ornrntion can be obtarne<l from various sources. 
Different sources will yie ld different infonnation and facts and it depends on how the 
search is done. Information can be obtained from intended system users, computer 
programs, procedure manuals and reports, forms and documents. Several fact finding 
methods have been used in this project to collect all infonnation needed. Below are 
the descriptions of each method, which has been used in this project development. 
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2.2.1 Observation 
This observation method is emphasis on people and technology. 
Smart Home technology is a brand new technology in Malaysia. Not many people 
are realizes about this technology especially in a small town. From my observation, I 
had learnt that this technology is restricts by cost which it would be a main reason 
why some people is not interested. Also from my observation, I had found that i-
1 lomc show roorn in Mid Valley is not visited frequently. According to i-Home 
Malays ia, cost for installation could be RM 2,988 to RM 20,839 depends on house 
type and wircd/wirclcss packages. 
Internet connection "ill abo produce cost problem for applying this technology at 
home. /\ccordlllg to Pcn.:rnhn Javn I lolding Sdn. Bhd, thcrc arc t\\O suitable packages 
pro' 1dc by tnrnet, which ate both quttc expensive. Thesl.! arc Streamyx and TM net 
I <i25. 
Strcamyx is a pad.age that p1ov1dcs subscriber with 'al ways on' connection to the 
internet with speed/hand\\ idth from 3841.. up to 2Mb/s. Below art.! the prices for 
tmnet strcamyx pacJ..agcs prm i<lcd by tmnct. 
10 
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Package , DSL " 0 1 d U 1 d Telephony Monthly Additional IP Address 
E-mail 
I Account Type Type own oa P oa Services Charges Usage Allocation Allocation I 
Home 60 RM60 X l 
. 384k 128k for 60 cen t/min 
... hours 
Home 88 Dynamic 1 E-mail 
, .. 384k 128k RM88 IP 
, .. I 
I Home 111 ADSL Yes 384k 128k RMl 11 
,· .. ,,, 
I Enterprise 1.0M 384k RM588 None 1 fixed 2.0M 384k RM988 IP address 
I 1.0M 384k RM888 5 fixed 3 
1
corporate 1 2.0M 384k RM1688 IP addresses E-mails 
l Enterprise SDSL l.SM l.SM None RM888 1 fixed IP I Corporate · 1.SM 1.SM RM1488 . 5 fixed IP 
Table 2. 1: Prices for tmnet Streamyx packages 
TMnet 1525 package provides subscriber with lntebrratcd Services Digital Network 
(TMISON) line, which subscriber will be able to communicate through high speed, 
high quality voice and daia transmission lin~s. Delow arc the rates for this service 
J. Reglstnttion Fee:(Qrie 1'111e. c:hlu'oe> 
• Personal 
• Sctloots &. Institutes or Higher Leamtno 
RM 25.00 
RM 25.00 
RM 50.00 
RM 24.00 
RM 18.00 
Table 2.2: Price for TMnet ISON services 
l l 
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2.2.2 Interview 
This method involves several people that have experience and knowledge about 
Sman Home technology, Internet and networking. All of these people are currently 
working in organizations or companies around Klang Valley. An informal interview 
session was held in July to obtain information and to hear their comment and 
suggestion for this project. Below are the respondents that have been interviewed: 
I. Mr Mohd Ros I lamiza bin Abdul Hamid. 
Application Engineer 
Syarikat Tcldom Malaysia Berhad. 
2. Mr Ani bin Alwi 
Elcctncal F11g111cc1 
Pcrcmba Jaya I loldrng S<l11 Bhd. 
3. Mr Lee 130011 Ching 
Senior Gen<.: 1nl M:rnagc1 
i-1 lome Mi<l Valle) 
4. Mr Yap Chee Seng 
Sales Consultant. 
i-Home Mid Valley. 
2.2.3 Research a nd Reviews 
This part of the preparation of the system consists of researching and rev1ewmg 
books, JOumals, conferences paper and newspaper articles. It also involves 
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summarizing related info, comparison of software tools which arc required for the 
system and other relevant tasks that will be useful in the preparation of the Smart 
Home Simulation. 
2.2.4 Su rfi ng T he Inte rnet 
In today's ever changing world where new technologies are being introduced almost 
every day, Internet surfing is a very efficient way of gathering infonnation. 
Information that can be gathered on the Internet ranges from very general to very 
specifi c. There arc many web sites avai lable that provides very useful information. 
The main objccti 'e of 1his activity is to analyze the features, interfaces, system 
designs and user friendli ness characterist ics. 
2.3 O pera ting Systl·m / Plntfo rms 
I\ type or suitable platfo1 m ,.., important in complc11on nf Smart I Iome S1mulat1on 
Thcrcfo1e, chawcte11stH.: or c..:ad1 platfo1 m arc s1uu1cd hl:fOt l: choos111g the com.:c t 
platform. Below nre the bad.grnu11d a11u overview of cad1 platfo1 m. 
2.3. l \ Vintlows 98 
WindO\ s 98, also ca lled ''l\kmphis'' during development and previously call 
"Window 97" basc..:d on early schedule, is a widcly-installc<l product in Microsoft's 
evolut ion of the Windows operating system for personal computer. 
Windows 98 provides a 32-bit file allocation table that allows you to have a single-
part ition disk drive larger than 2Gigabytes. Other features in Windows 98 include: 
• Support for Universal Serial Bus, which makes it easy to plug in new devices. 
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• Support for Digital Versatile Disc (DVD). 
• Support for a new industry standard fonn of power management called 
Ad\ anced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPf). 
2.3.2 \Vindows 2000 
Windows :moo (W2K) is the latest commercial version of Microsoft's evolving 
windows operating system. Windows ::moo is designed to appeal to small business 
market for which tht! NT was designed. Below are the product line of Windows 2000 
and its characteristic: 
• \Vindo\\ s 2000 Professional, aimed at individuals and businesses and for all 
si1cs. It includes security and mobile use enhancement. It is the most 
cconom1cal choice 
• \Vindows 2000 Scn ·c.•r, aimed at smal l-to medium si1c bus111csscs It can 
function as a Web server and/or a workgroup ( 01 branch office) server It can 
be pnr t or a t\q1-way symmctrn.: multip1occssrng system NT 4 0 server ca11 
be upgrnd1.:d tn tlus server. 
• \Vindows 2000 AtlvlHl l'l'd St'rvcr, u111)1,;d at being a network operating 
s_ stem scr\'cr antVor an application scr er, including those involving large 
database. l'h1s server facilities clustering and load balancing. NT 4.0 servers 
with up to eight-way SMP can upgrade to this product. 
• \Vindows 2000 Dataccntcr Scn •cr, designed for large data warehouses, 
online transaction processing (OL TP), econometric analysis, and other 
applications requiring high-speed computation and large databases. The 
Datacenter Server support up to 16-way SMP and up to 64 gigabytes of 
phys ical memory. 
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Windows 2000 is reported to be more stable (less possibility to crash) than Windows 
98/NT systems. 
2.3.3 UNIX 
UNIX is an operating system that originated at Bell Labs in 1969 as an interactive 
time-sharing system. In 1974, UNIX became the first operating system \VTitten in the 
C language. UN IX has evolved as a kind of large freeware product, with many 
extensions and new ideas provided in a variety of versions of UN IX. A composite of 
the C language and shell (user command) interface from different versions of UN IX 
were standardw:d under the auspices of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers as the Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX). The "official" 
trademarked UN IX 1s now owned by The Open (!1oup, an industry standards 
organi1at1on, which ce1 urics and brands UN IX implementation 
2A l ntcrfocc lkvclopnH.' nt Tools 
Thl.!re an.: a many good solhvarc development tools available in the market. Muny \)(' 
tlH!SI.! tools have thl.! it O\\ n stu.:ngths and wcaknl.!ss . D1ffc1cnt tools providl.! ddfon.:nt 
functions. Studies ha\ e been done on fl!w tools, either through web sites or printed 
resources. l3el0\\ arc the results or the research. 
2A.1 Visual Basic 
The Visual Basic Programming System are encompass a set of tools and 
technologies to create computer software component and applications. 
Visual Bas ic is very easy to learn and use, not only because the programming 
language 1s not an OOP language and thus it's easy to learn and code (in the end it 
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comes from BASIC), but also because the IDE is simple and confom1able to use, and 
the database objects that come with Visual Basic provide an interface that makes 
them easier to use. 
Visual Basic does many things for the programmer. For example, objects arc 
reference counted, and this means that for example if we create an object referenced 
by a local variable, the object wi ll be automatically released when the function or 
procedure ends (unless we assign it to a non-local variable). Visual Basic has a 
sophisticated memory management system and uses a garbage collector so it's fast 
de-a llocating memory. 
Database access in Visual Basic is simple as well. Wuh JUSt one component is used 
to open the Rccords1.:t, offer a navigator visual interface and link to th1.: data controls 
This architecture nia) loo!.. bothersome for Visual Basic programmers. but 1t Im' 1h 
advantages, li ke the fn.:cdom to combine d1tlcrent t.lata '>Ct and navigator components 
at wi ll and the poss1hi l11v to place the dataset and,01 the datasourcc components 111 a 
different unit (for example 111 n cc11tra lizcd data module) 
Even though Visual Bask has many advantngcs, 1t is only good for simple front-end 
applications but it is unsuitable for mon; complex stuff For more complex stufT, 
some others tools such as Delphi or Visual '1 1 1s ttkal for both the front-end and 
the back-end 
Product support is usually a critical factor when deciding which tool to use. 
Microsoft has physical presence in almost all major cities of the world. Mostly 
people prefer to use Microsoft's product to avoid any error or problem when it is 
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needed to link or get resource from operating system or other software application 
which Microsoft 's product is widely used. 
2.4.2 Delphi 
"Visual Basic makes the easy things easier, Delphi makes the hard things easier'' 
(Computerworld, 1998) 
Delphi is harder to learn, but not for people who are familiar with Turbo Pascal or 
FreePascal. It is also harder to use, but has its advantages. Programmer has more 
freedom in manipulating the object and can release it when don't need it anymore, no 
matter how man~· \'ariablcs point to it. Delphi has its own memory management 
system optimi1cd fo r small blocks of data, although 1t doesn't ha\'e a garbage 
collector Database acres.., 1s cumbersome compared '' 1th Visual l3asic, but ' cry 
nexiblc and extensible One big fact about Delphi is ll can "easily" reach ever) thing 
that machine and ope1.11111g S\ stcm has to offer. The Dclplu IDI: oilers programmers 
advanced featur es ltl..c the ahrl1tv to debug mult1 -thn.:adcd applications or to execute 
the code step by step in asscmbla. 
Portability is also a critical fac tor for programmer. There 1s Delphi version for Linux 
called Kylix, wht!rc Visual Basic docs not have 
2.4.3 PowcrBuildcr 
PowcrBuilder 8 0 was released with support for Windows NT, Windows 2000, and 
Windows 98. It will also support Windows XP shortly after the 8.02 release. 
Just like Visual Basic it is also provide with easy step-by-step interface. Support drag 
and drop file and folder, wi ll select automatically the image file and music file in 
selected folder 
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More than that it has supported most popular media formats and supports 27 of the 
most popular graphics and media formats including Bitmap Graphics(*.bmp;*.dib) , 
JPEG Graphics(*.jpeg:*.jpg;*.jpe). GIF Graphic(*.git) , PCX Graphic (*.pcx; *.pee) 
, Photoshop Graphic(*.psd, *.pdd) , PaintshopPro Graphic(*.psp) , Targa 
Graphic(*.tga: *.vst; *.icb; *.vda; *.win) , PortableNetwork Graphic(*.png) , SGl 
Images(*.bw:*.rgb: *.rgba: • .sgi) , AutoDesk Images(*.cel;*.pic) , Shockwave flash 
file(*.swf) , Movie filc(*.avi;*.mpg. •.mpeg). 
2.5 Interface Tool~ Comparison 
13clow is comparison bct\\ecn Visual Basic and Delphi based on several categories: 
Cat<'gory Visual Ba ic Delphi 
Performance • Visual Basic uses Microsoft • Delphi is based upon 
B.1s1c as its underlying Object Pascal (a s1gn1l1can1 
l:1nguagc. extension of the popular 
Burland Pascal 7.0) 
• Visual Basic produces semi- • Delphi's performance is 
1111crpretcd cock. significantly bt.:ttcr bt.:causc 
11 generates compiled 
executable fi lcs. 
• Visual l3asie interpreted p- • Delphi is built around 
cod\.! and it is slo\ er. native code compiler and 
more faster 
Controls • Visual Basic custom • Delphi's Visual Component 
controls are referred to as Library (VCL) is a 
VBXs, and a limited comprehensive suite of 
selection is supplied with high- performance controls 
Visual Basic itself. that support all standard 
Additional controls are sold Windows functionality, 
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Dcbuggi n g 
and Object 
I nspcctl ng 
Components 
by third-party 
manufacturers, although 
these not only cost 
additional money but also 
extend the overall learning 
curve, due to variations in 
product styles. 
• Visual Basic owners must 
obtain third-party VBXs. 
Some of the controls 
supplied with Visual Basic 
suffer from memory and 
other limitations, making it 
necessary to purchase third-
p·uty alternatives. 
• Visual Basic provides 
p10g1am debugging 
capab1ht1cs such as variable 
" ·atchcs and a call stad 
mo111to1 hut this 
functionality 1s limited in 
that it cnnnot brcaJ.. on a 
spccilic condition. 
• 
along with additional 
fea tures such as tabbed 
folders, notebooks, 
database grids and 3D list 
boxes. 
Delphi also supports third-
party VBXs, providing 
access to a wide range of 
thi rd-party components. 
• Delphi provides a f"ull -
fcaturcd debugger "1th 
con<l1uonal brcakpornts and 
a modclcss call ..,t,11.: J.. 
VH.!WCr . 
• The call stacJ.. is modal, so it • The debug window and 
cannot be iewcd during the 
ent ire ddrng session. 
viewers can be saved from 
session to session, allowing 
developers to create a 
comfortable 
environment 
custom 
• VBXs can be developed for • Delphi components are 
Visual Basic with 
functionality that ts usable 
across different projects, but 
more easi ly created because 
Delphi components are 
built wi thin the Delphi 
IQ 
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a significant disadvantage of de clopment environment 
VBXs IS the complexi ty itself. 
involved in creating because 
VBXs must be built using an 
external compiler such as 
CIC-r+ _ 
Table 2.3: Comparison between Visual Basic and Delphi 
Below is comparison between Visual Basic 6.0 and PowerBuilder 8.0 based on 
several categories· 
Category Visual Hasic 6.0 PowcrBuilder 8.0 
-General • Other than being able to • l'he IDF: is producti vl.!, 
de' clop /\cti eX cont ro ls p10v idi11g access to all 
fo1 ,p;pecb of an 
t--1 rs I IS env1ronmcnb. VU ob1ect includmg Its 
IS 1101 frn diStl lhlltCU mheritance Access to 
cm 1 HH11ne11ts There is no <.:omponcnts is 
a~cc'is to CORB/\G-0 or Java str:ught-forward with a 
without an additional component palctte 
Acti' cX control to do so. ~011tai ning the standard 
Tl11s l111 11ts the dist1 ihution Powcrl3uilder controls, 
model that is natively with extensibility provided 
supprn ted by V 13 by adding custo1n cont rnls 
• Other than a Microsoft- to the toolbar, or by 
01 icntcd en 1ronmcnt sd ecting 
(llS MTS) its role in the objects directly from the 
distributed development development libraries. 
cn\'1ronmcnt appears 
somewhat hazy- often • The IDE is completely 
vic\\ ed as a good tool to customizable and the 
develop ActiveX controls developer can save 
but nothing more. difTerent layouts for 
• Access to develop different tasks. Auto Text 
components is more features aid in developing 
complex than PB because it code by providing 
requires that custom dropdown lists of available 
cont rols be added to the options, including functions 
component library before and events. 
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being accessible. This • Object Property sheets arc 
results in higher out-of- dynamically generated so 
pocket costs for the controls that 
and administrati ve costs for inherited object 
managing more vendor automatically show 
relationships. Also, many of ancestor variables as 
the companies providing properties in the 
controls are small and descendant. Ancestor event 
potentially financially and function 
unstable. scripts are also easily 
viewed \\ithin the class. 
• Wizards and Assistants arc 
included to aid in 
developing 
common and not so 
common tasks such as 
building a component for 
EAServer. Generator 
wizards allow you 
to specify the target(s) for 
every component 
developed. 
• Every Powcr8 u1ldcr ob1cct 
developed in a project 1s 
automatica lly an inheritable.: 
class. l'owcrButldcr du1,;s 
not 
require the butldrng or 
"Templates" as Vl3 docs 
• Da1abase access is built 
through the DntaWindow 
Painter which p1 ovid1,;s a 
fu ll -featured SQL designer, 
" live" data display, custom 
presentation styles 
i11cludi11g graphs, OLE 
object imbedding and 
nested reports. 
Data Windows can 
be sourced from SQL, 
Stored Procedures or from 
external 
sources such as Component 
Methods when accessed via 
the included application 
server, EAServer. 
Code Handling • VB's code display window • Syntax-highlighted code 
is not as structured as and auto-indenting features 
PowerBuilder's. All code highlight the code handl ing 
for a form (a window) is capabilities within 
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displayed in a continuous PowerBuilder. Access to all 
stream. With larger, more "Code Block'' structures is 
complex objects, this can available through a popup 
lead to confusion as the menu. System Functions 
demarcation between one are also available through 
functionievent and another this method. 
is not necessarily clear. • The display window's 
• Where method code exceeds events and functions are 
20 lines, development clearly identified and code 
becomes unwieldy and display is limited to a 
requires greater effort to single method at a time. PB 
organize and track. maintains every 
• VB does not support the event/function in a separate 
Java contexts Throw, Catch stream so there is no 
and overlap or possible 
Pinally error handling. [tis confusion. 
sti ll Yery dependent on the • Supports Java context 
basic On Error syntax which Throw, Catch and Finally 
is less comprehensive when for graceful and 
handling errors. comprehensive error 
handling. 
• Error-handling functions 
are prov ided to aid in 
developing 
automatic error-handling 
System errors arc 
automatically handled. and 
may optionally be handc..:d 
off direct ly into the 
dd mggcr. 
• Garbage Collection nius in 
cleaning up execution code 
due to code omissions by 
developers. 
• Code Profiler aids in 
analyzing code for potential 
problems or bottleneck 
analysis. 
• The System Tree allows 
object functions or 
properties to be dragged 
and dropped into the code 
window. 
Built-in • VB' s reporting scheme has • PB contains the patented 
Reporting less robust Web-reporting Data Windows within the 
and product and the 
Capabilities its ADO scheme is not as InfoMaker® query and 
robust and comprehensive. reporting tool for user-
• VB's reporting styles are enabled report generation . 
., ., 
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restricted versus PB's built- • The Web OataWindow is 
In used for both data entry and 
capabilities. reporting on the web. 
PSR's are used for 
distributable, 
actionable reports. User can 
still modify certain aspects 
of 
the report even though the 
producing application is 
long 
since out of the picture. 
Table 2.4: Comparison between Visual Basic and PowerBuilder 
2.6 ocket Progra mming 
Socket programming is core of a network application consists of a pair of programs -
- a client program and a server program. When these two programs arc executed, a 
client and sen er process arc created. and these two processes communicate "ith 
each other by reading from and wri ting to socl,.cts When a creating a nCl\\ orl,.rng 
appl ication, the de' clopc1's main last.. is to \Hltc the code for both the d1~nt and 
server programs. 
The processes runnrng on diffc.!rent machmcs communicate with each oth1.:1 by 
sending messages into sod.els. Each process was analogous tu a house and the 
process's socket is analogous to a dour. As shown in fi gure 2. 1, the socket is the door 
between the application process and TCP. The application developer has control of 
everything on the application-layer side of the socket~ however, it has little control of 
the transport-layer side. (At the very most, the application developer has the ability to 
fix a few TCP parameters, such as maximum buffer and maximum segment sizes.) 
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socket 
process 
TCP With 
buffers 
and 
variables 
________ _,. 
:ontro·1:::u tJ rcintrolled hy 
1ppllc.1t.1in aper at1n~1 
ueveltJpi" r '>ystern 
host 
Internet 
socket 
TCP with 
buffers 
and 
variables 
process 
controlled by controlled by 
operaung apphcat1on 
system developer 
host 
figure 2. 1: Processes communicating through TCP sockets 
The client has the job of initiating contact with the server. In order for the server to 
be able to react to the client's initial contact. the server has to be ready. This implies 
two things. First the ·crver program can not he donnant , it must be nmning as a 
process befo1 e the d1e11t attempts to mit1ate contact. Second, the server progrnm 
must have some -..tHI of doo1 (1.e .. socket) that \\ ~kl>mes some 1n11tal contact ho111 a 
client (rnn11111g rn1 an arbitrary machine). l h 111g our house/door analogy for a 
proccss/snd.ct, 11 will sometimes refer to the d1cnt's initial contact as "knocking on 
the door" . 
With the server process running. the client process can initiate a TCP connection to 
the server. This 1s done in the client program by creating n socket object. When the 
client create its -;ockct object, 11 spcc11ics the address of the server process, namely, 
1l1e IP address olthl! server and the pon number of 1he process. Upon creation of the 
socket object. TCP in the client initiates a three-way handshake and establishes a 
TCP connection with the server. The three-way handshake is completely transparent 
to the client and server programs. 
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During the three-way handshake, the client process knocks on the welcoming door of 
the server process. When the server "hears" the knocking, it creates a new door (i.e., 
a new socket) that is dedicated to that particular client. In the example below, the 
welcoming door is a ServcrSocket object that called the welcomeSocket. When a 
client knocks on this door. the program invokes welcomeSocket's accept() method, 
which creates a new door for the client. At the end of the handshaking phase, a TCP 
connection exists between the client's socket and the server's new socket. Henceforth, 
the new socket will be referred as the server's "connection socket". 
From the application's perspective, the TCP connection is a direct virtual pipe 
between the client's socket and the server's connection socket. TI1e client process can 
send arbitrary bytes into its socket: TCP guaranwcs that the server process will 
receive (through the connection socket) each byte in the order sent. The client 
process can receive bytes from its socket and the server process can also send bytes 
into its co1111cr11011 ... nd.et This is illusuatcd 111 li1•111c 2 2 
bytes 
welcoming 
socket 
~~...,,. ... , connection client 
socket bytes 1-..:_= ===----1 so ck et 
.__ __ __. 
client process server process 
Figure 2.2: Client socket, welcoming socket and connection socket 
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Because sockets play a central ro le in cl ient-server applications, client-server 
application development is also referred to as socket prof,tramm ing. A stream is a 
flowing sequence of characters that flow into or out of a process. Each stream is 
either an input stream for the process or an output stream for the process. If the 
stream is an input stream, then it is attached to some input source for the process, 
such as standard input (the keyboard) or a socket into which characters flow from the 
Internet. If the stream is an output stream, then it is attached to some output source 
for the process, such as standard output (the monitor) or a socket out of which 
characters fl ow into the Internet. 
TCP i1npkmentatio11 !Or certain application can be programmed. The program must 
be written in the both side; client side and server side. Once the two programs arc 
compi led 011 thei r 1\:spcctivc hosts, the servcr progrnm 1s first executed at thc scrvcr, 
which crcatt:s a prnccss at the sci vcr. /\s di scussed nho c, thc server prnccss walls to 
be contacted by a client process. When the client prog1am is executed, a process 1s 
created at the client , and this process contacts the server nnd establishes a I CP 
connection with it The user at the client may then "use" the application to send a lim: 
and then receive a capitalized version or the line Figure 2.3 show how the program 
client socket crcntcs three streams :me.I one socket. Un
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I outToServer __., I 
I in From User ~ I 
inFrom Server .____ 
client Socket 
f igure 2.3: Client program has three streams and one socket 
Server program has many similarities with cl ient program. A few lines of 
programming arc quite diITerent such as welcoming socket and connection socket. 
ll1e code can be written in Java, C 1- 1-, C or Python. 
2.6. t .lava I .:inguagc 
The Java progrn 111111i11g language is desigrn:d to 1111..:c.:1 the d ialknges ol' applic;11 io11 
development 111 the context of hctcwgcm.:ous, network-wide distr 1h111ed 
envi ronments. Pam 11101111t nmong these chnllc.: 11gcs is secure deli very of appl ications 
that consu111e the minimum of syste111 resources, c<m nm on any ha1dwarc and 
soflwarc plai fon11, and can be extended dynamically. 
The Java programming language 01iginatcd as part of a research project to develop 
advanced so ftware for a wide variety of networl-.. devices and embedded systems. TI1e 
goal was to develop a small, reliable, portable, distributed, real-time operating 
platfonn. When the project started, C++ was the language of choice. But over time 
the difficulties encountered with C++ grew to the point where the problems could 
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best be addressed by creating an enti rely new language platfonn. Design and 
architecture decisions drew from a variety of languages such as Eiffel, SmallTalk, 
Objective C, and Cedar/Mesa. The result is a language platform that has proven ideal 
for developing secure, distributed, network-based end-user appl ications in 
environments ranging from network-embedded devices to the World-Wide Web and 
the desktop. 
2.6.2 C++ Language 
C++ is a programming language of many different dialects, j ust as each spoken has 
many diflcrent dialects. In Ctr , dialects are not because the speakers live in the 
North or South: it is because there arc several different compilers. There arc four 
major compilers: lforland C 1 1 , Microsoft Visual C 1 1, Watcom C/386, and D.I () PP. 
Each of 1hcse rnmpilcrs is slightly different Fach one will support the ANS I/ISO 
standard C 1 1 runcl!ons, but each compiler '' tll also have nonstandard functions 
Som ct i mes the u:-e or mrnstand:mJ fum:t 1011s WI I I c:1use problems when you attempt 
to compile source codt.: (thc actual C 1 t wnttc11 b / a programmer) in a diffe1t.:111 
compiler. C 1 1 full ~ supports object-oriented p1og1an11111ng, including the four pillar 
of object-oriented development: encapsulation, data hiding and inhe111ancc 
polymorphism. 
2.6.3 Python 
Python is a portable, interpreted, object-oriented programming language. Its 
development started m 1990 at CWl in Amsterdam, and continues at CNRI in 
Reston, Ya. Python combines remarkable power with very clear syntax. It has 
modules, classes, exceptions, very high level dynamic data types, and dynamic 
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typing. There are interfaces to many system calls and libraries, as well as to various 
windowing systems (X 11, Motif, Tk, Mac, MFC). New bui lt-in modules are easily 
written in C or C++. Python is also usable as an extension language for appl ications 
that need a programmable interface. Besides, it can be extended in a systematic 
fashion by adding new modules implemented in a compiled language such as C or 
C++. 
2.7 Com pa rison For ockct Programming Language 
Every language has it advantages and disadvantages. Some language may have 
advantages in certain functions .Below is comparison for those programming 
language. 
2.7. l .JavavsC++ 
Java is designed In be simpk, object oriented and similar to C++ while removing the 
unnecessary compk\l t1es of C 1 1 It 1s also ~aid to be a robust. an.:lutecturally 
neut ra l, portabk, 111tc1 prctcd, tlueadcd, <lynanrn.: and high pcrfornu111ce languaec. 
Java enables thr.: dcH!lopment of robust applications on multiple platfonns 111 
heterogeneous, d1st1 ibutcd net wor~s. Ct t rs not I ru ly portable n01 is 1t suited to 
heterogeneous, distributed networks. While C 1 I excels in high performance, its 
powcrf ul fcatun!s and complexities arc otkn the source of many errors. Below is 
comparison of Java and CH based on several categories: 
Category Java C+r 
Inheritance Implements a single inheritance Implements the multiple 
model model , where a class can only inheritance model, where a class 
inherit from one superclass. To can inherit from one or more 
l) 
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Module 
system and 
linking 
provide the desirable features of superclasses. While it may be 
multiple inheritances, Java considered a powerful feature, 
provides interfaces. A class can many find it complicated and 
inherit from multiple interfaces, confusing and thus creating 
where the interface only declares problems for the programmer. 
the methods and does not 
implement them. Therefore the 
class must implement the 
methods of the interfaces. As a 
result a reasonable alternative to 
multiple inheritances is provided 
by interfaces. 
Packages fonn the module Modules in C++ usually consist 
system in Java. Packages consist of a .H header file and a .CPP 
or classes and interfaces, with no source code file. The header file 
separate header and source lilcs contains the declaration or 
as 111 C -1-1. It is important that interface of classes, function<;, 
classes and interfaces which 
relate to each other arc the same 
p:1dage due the ckfoult 
"fri endl y" members which arc 
0111 , accessible to objects within 
the same package. As in Ct 1. 
the primary use of the module 
system is to brca\.. large 
applications into smaller, more 
manageable uni ts. Packages, 
however, do not get linked to 
unions, structures, ct(; "l11 k th1,; 
CPP source code lilc contains the 
1111plcme11tation of th1,; cla,ses, 
functions, etc. When a module is 
compiled u binary object lilc is 
generated with the same lite name 
as the .CPJ> source code file, but 
with an .Ol3J file extension. CJnce 
all modules of the application are 
compiled into binary object files, 
they are linked to fonn the 
fonn one executable or one large executable. The binary object 
bytecode file. Instead classes are files do not need to be distributed 
loaded and linked on the fly as to the end user with the 
needed from a variety of 
sources, even across networks. 
executable. Binary object files 
are, however, often distributed to 
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The language and run-time programmers with the 
system are thus dynamic in their corresponding header file. In this 
linking stages. The dynamically way the programmer can access 
linked code is verified before it the classes, functions, etc. in the 
is interpreted and executed. module without having access to 
the full source code. While there 
are no rules as to what should and 
should not go into a certain 
module, it makes sense to group 
classes, functions, etc., which 
relate to each other in some way, 
into the same module. 
Program Portability and architecture Programs written in C++ arc 
process mg neutrality are probably the two compiled into machine code 
main attrac tions 0f Java. To specific to a particular hardware 
achieve this Java progrnms are architecture and operating 
both interpreted and compiled system The result is an 
.!a' a programs arc compilcu to executable bmary "h1ch n111\ 
b, tccodc to form pact.ages 01 di rectly on the hard''~Hc I he 
dass Ii lcs. Tlus bytccodc can l\UVatltagc of Compilation IS Cl 
then be run on any system 0 11 progrnm which can run l.!asrl y 
which the Jnva virtunl mnchrm.: ( more than Olli.! hundred tunes 
J VM ), which consists or the fastl.!r than a program whid1 1s 
Ja,a interpreter anti run-time interpreted. The main 
system, has been implcmcntl.!d. disadvantage is that C ~ 1 
The JVM then interprets and programs are not portable once 
executes the Java bytccode. The compiled and although it is 
main advantage of this approach possible to compile one and the 
o er just using an interpreter is same C++ program to various 
that bytecode executed by the platforms, this is usually done 
JVM achieves near machine with great difficulty, to say the 
code performance. least. 
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Reference 
semantics 
Java only uses reference 
semantics. Since there are no 
pointers in Java, all references to 
the object arc through symbolic 
"handles" and memory must be 
explicitly allocated using the 
"new" operator. The garbage 
In C++, one has a choice of 
whether or not to use reference 
semantics. 1 r one does not use 
reference semantics, the variable 
is the object and memory is 
automatically allocated and 
deallocated when the variable 
collector deallocates the memory goes out of scope. The memory 
when no more references to the for the object is allocated on the 
object exist. run-time stack. This method is 
efficient but does not support 
dynamic binding and 
polymorphism. If one uses 
reference semantics, the variable 
is a point1.:r to the object and 
memory must be expl icitly 
allocated and deallocated The 
memory for the objct:t 1s allrn.:a t<:d 
on the heap. Oy11:rn11c alloca11on 
is therefore more fl exible but has 
a higher overhead. 
Concurrency Clcarl / for multithrcading to b1.: Programs written 1n C 1 1 arc 
iablc, it must be implemented typica lly single-thr eaded, 
at the language level. Java meaning that only one thing 
supports threads at the syntactic happens at a time. The language 
kvcl, from its run-time system does not have built in support for 
and thread objects. Java's threads, although there are 
multithreading capability libraries to simulate 
provides the means to build multithreading, this is usually 
applications with many done with great difficulty. Also 
concurrent threads of activity, given any library function , there 
which results in a high degree of is no way of ensuring that the 
user interactivity. Although implementation of the function 
·p 
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multithreading is built into the 
language, one should still take 
care to implement thread-safe 
classes and methods, like the 
Java run-time libraries are 
implemented. 
allows it to be executed by 
multiple concurrent threads of 
execution. 
Compile- The Java compiler also employs The compile-time and run-time 
checking is thorough and C..i...+ is 
strongly typed. Due to aspects of 
C++ such as pointers and 
automatic coercions. it 1s very 
time and run- strict and extensive compi le-
time time checking, to eliminate 
checking syntax-related errors before the 
bytecode is distributed. Java is 
Access 
control 
strongly typed and the compiler difficult for the compiler to pick 
does not allow automatic up problems relating to these 
coercions as in Ci i, instead constructs. lf an error occurs at 
requires an explicit cast. The run-time, such as an invalid 
1 un-time checking is equally pointer, an exception 1s rai sed and 
c\:tcnsivc and repeats many or the program is most li kely to he 
the t~·pc chcd.s done by thc tcrmmatcd 
compiler Since there arc no 
1m11ttcrs or automatic cocrc1011s 
in Ja\/a many or the problems 
associated with such constructs 
an; removed. Ir run-time errors 
due occur, an exception is raised 
:rnJ handled, as in C 1 1 • by an 
exception handler. 
A member of a class can be 
private, protected or public as 
defined in C++, with the 
exception that there is no such 
thing as friends of a class in 
Java. Members of a class are 
"friendly" (which has nothing to 
A member of a class can be: 
i) private: the member can be 
used only by member functions 
and friends of the class in which 
it is declared. 
ii) protected: the member can be 
used only by member functions 
11 
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do with friends in C++ ) by and friends of the class in which 
default , meaning that the it is declared and by member 
members of the class are functions and friends of classes 
accessible to all objects \\ithin derived from this class. 
the same package but iii) public: the member can be 
inaccessible to objects outside used by any function. 
the package. Members of a class defined with 
the keyword "class" are private 
by default. Members of a class 
defined with the keywords 
"struct" or "union" are public by 
default. 
The keyword "friend" denotes a 
function or class which is a friend 
of a class. This friend has full 
access rights to the private and 
protected members or the class 
Many feel that frn.:mh viola te the 
principle of <latn hid111e 
T::iblc 2.5: Comparison between Java and C 1 1 
2.7.2 Python vs ,Java 
Java an<l Python languages arc intcrprdcd. which makl!s sense considering their 
intended applic:ll1on. Being interpreted means that they can be largely platform 
independent , and more easi ly migrate programs and objects from location to location 
as desired. Both of the languages have made is the support of "programming-in-the-
large " features, in the form of reasonably well developed module systems that allow 
the programmer to create a larger project with a coherent organization. 
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In tenns of di fferences, the languages each have unique features that set them apart 
from each other and from their predecessors. Java is the least novel of the 
languages.Java's designers were aiming to produce a language that was similar to 
c .... .,.. so that the language would be popular, and their strategy is proving very 
successful. The main feature that sets Java apart from other languages is the 
im·estmcnt in secure transmission of code so that the users of the object programs 
can execute any program provided on a web page without worrying about trojan 
horses. 
Python seems to be originally designed to be a scripting language but has all the 
features that \\Oul<l enable it to compete with Ja\ a, including a web browser that can 
download and execute Python applets. The implementation focuses on the language 
itself as opposed to issues specifi c to distributed programming, and prov ides a rich 
set or r11 111.: t1ona lity built-in lo the languare with the 1ntcnt1011 or mal-. rng 
programmrng \\' llh Python ens'· Unfortunatclv. the plethora of built-in operations on 
objects also gives the lnnguagc's semantics a "fat" feeling. and places a lar ge burden 
011 even the simplest objects. Below is comparison of Python and Java based on 
severa l categories: 
C om mon ga teway inte r face programming 
Whi le there's nothing preventing the USC or Java as a language for Common Gateway 
Interface (CG I) programming, no CG l specific library support appears to come with 
the JOK. Conversely, Python has a number of modules that make CGl programming 
easier. 
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Python's cgi module provides a number of classes that allow simple management of 
CGI program input and output. The fi eldStorage class, for example, provides a 
simple interface for getting the clients uploaded infonnation . This can be in the 
environment, part of a URL query string, or on standard input. This infonnat ion is 
returned in an object which is operated on like a standard Python dictionary. 
CGI p1ogrnmming is an application area that illustrates how Python is more suitable 
for general purpose programming than Java. Scripting in the style of Java, is 
typically done wi th a separate language called JavaScript. Delivered with Netscape 
Navigator, JavaScript could be considered to be similar in functionali ty to a very 
small pan or Python. JavaScript has a Java-like syntax and is targeted at the crafl of 
fonnatting I ITML. Since there is no object-orientation, JavaScript, as a language, is 
much h.:ss capable that either Python or Java 
EAccution cn\'i ronmcnt 
Both applets 1n Python nnd applets 111 Java ha' \.: additional restrictions that they must 
fo llow over and above those placed on stan<l-nlonc progiams. In Java, in order to 
create an applet, you must extend the J\pplt.:t class. Java applets have no public 
instance variables. Instead, programmers mu~t define methods to access the instance 
variables of an applet. All subclasses or Applet must be defined as publ ic to insure 
that they can be accessed outside of the source fil es in which they arc defined. While 
not a requirement for an applet, it's often a good idea to designate your Applet sub-
class to implement the Runnable interface when doing long-running CPU intensive 
tasks such as animation. Runnable defines an interface which allows execution 
content in a separate thread. 
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The Python environment for applets is much more lightweight. Other than a Python 
applet's entry point having to be a class, Python imposes no specific restrictions on 
what language constructs arc used. Python comes with a number of modules that 
allow for convenient access to network resources as well as suppon for audio and 
animation. While Python supports threads on a number of platforms, programming in 
threads has not made an appearance in Python applets as of yet. This is probably due 
to the inherent complexity associated with threads management. 
Mobile software agents 
Because both Python and Java provide platfonn-independem byte-code 
representations as well as restricted execution environments, an application area that 
is showing promise for both of these languages is the area of mobile sort\\arc agents. 
Mobik st>l"l \\ ;tn.: agents differ from appkts in a subtle way. Applet~ arc dead-on-
arrival "hen they reach the hosting lmm scr. lhcy arc then stancd from the 
beginning <'a1:h tune they arc loaded Marl\ l! \amples or mobile soliwarl! arenb, on 
the other hand, have the capabil1t of d1rcct111g themselves, during run-time, to move 
to another m:1chinc and n.:s1mH.: cxcc11t1 on th1.:1c llpun 1111 iving at the nc'' machine, 
the previous state of the program is rcacti\'atcd and the program continues Mobile 
software agents ha e the bcndit of being able to move specific algorithmic 
processing closer to large amounts of data. We can find that both Python and Java 
appear to be wdl posi tioned in this area. 
Conclusion of Python vs Java 
In general , Python programs arc expected to run slower than Java programs, but they 
also take proportionally less time to develop. Python programs are typically 3-5 
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times shorter than equivalent Java programs. This difTerence can be attributed to 
P)1hon's built-in high-level data types and its dynamic typing. For example, a Python 
programmer wastes no time declaring the types of arguments or variables, and 
Python's powerful polymorphic list and dictionary types, for which rich syntactic 
support is built straight into the language, find a use in almost every Python program. 
Because of the run-time typing, Python's run time must work harder than Java's. For 
example, when evaluating the expression a+b, it must first inspect the objects a and b 
to find out their type, which is not known at compile time. It then invokes the 
appropriate addition operation, which may be an overloaded user-defined method. 
Ja a, on the other hand, can perfonn an efficient integer or floating point addition, 
but requires variable declarations for a and b, and does not allow overloading of the 
1- operator for instances of user-defined classes. 
For these r1.:a,ons. Python is much b1.:t1L'1 suited :ts a "glue" l:rnguag1.: , "hilt: Java 1s 
belier cha1:11.:ter11ed as a low-level impkmc111atio11 language In fact, the two togcthct 
make an c\cdlent combination. Components can be developed in Java and combined 
to form npplications in Python; P tlton can also be used to prototype components 
until their d!..!sign can be "hardened" in a .la a implementation. To support this type of 
development , a Python implementation \Hillen in Java exists, which allows call ing 
Python code from Ja,a and ice crsa. 
2.7.3 C++- vs Python 
Almost C\crything said for Java also applies for C++-, j ust more so: where Python 
code is typically 3-5 times shorter than equivalent Java code, it is often 5-1 O times 
shorter than equivalent C++ code. Anecdotal evidence suggests that one Python 
programmer can fini sh in two months what two C++ programmers can't complete in 
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a year. Python shines as a glue language, used to combine components written in 
C++. 
2.7.4 Benchmark Comparison 
Benchmark is a program or set of program used to evaluate computer or application 
perfonnance based on execution time. Below is benchmark comparison between 
Python, Java and C++. 
36 
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i 2 1 ! 18 15 o Python __, r.:J Java - --l o C++ 
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/ .(!''<:' 
Benc hmark 
Figure 2.4: Ocnchmark compa11so11 between Python, Java and C 1 1 
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Below is result table for benchmark test. 
Python Java ( -i--1· 
Console 22.93 33 .58 3.6 
Hash 34.84 6.35 1.23 
Io 33. 16 3.68 1.04 
List 31.05 2.7 1 0. 19 
No 0. 12 0.86 0.04 
Speed 3 1.8 1 1.1 8 0. 18 
Native 33.97 1.4 0.09 
Total Sum 187.88 49.76 6.36 
Table 2.6: Benchmark result table 
2.7.5 Conclusion of Java, Python and('++ 
Conclusion of Java, Python and C 1 1 a1c stated below. The conclusion describes on 
development . execution speed, li b1a11es and portability of those language 
Python .lll\1H ('++ 
Oevclopme111 Fast and easy. Very hur Long winded Good to wnte in. 
simple to had syntax makes it slow Templates work 
things up in. going, but helps wel l, and the STL 
Dynamic typing etc prnduce sol id code. is generally good. 
can oflen result in Enforced exception Debugging can 
finding bugs at handling, bounds quite difticult. 
nrntime that would checking and toString 
have been found help make debugging 
earlier in a statically easy. 
typed language. 
Execution Slow Good (modulo VM Superb. 
speed startup). Swing 
performance is still 
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slow, but it is also 
very capable. A litlle 
thought (or 
experience) is 
important in order to 
get the best speed. 
Libraries Good default Superb standard Limited standard 
libraries. A number libraries, very broad libraries, but lots of 
of solid free 3rd and useful. 3rd party libraries. 
party non-standard 
libraries (ie 
\vxPython). 
Ponabi I 1 t v Very Good Very good Fair 
Table 2. 7: General comparison between Python, Java and C-'-+ 
2.8 TCP/IP 
TC P IP 1:- a set of protocol suite. ddi rn.:~ how all t ran~m1ss1on arc C\.changcd across 
the I 11tc1 net 
In 1969, Advanced Research Project Agency (/\RPI\) cstahlishctl a pad.ct-swi tching 
nctworl,, of computer linked by point-to-point leased lines called Advanced Research 
Project Agency Networl,, (ARPANET) The conventions developed by ARP/\ to 
specify how individual computer could communicate across that network became 
TCP/IP. 
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2.8.1 TCP/IP Layers 
There is no official TCP/JP protocol model. However, TCP/I P can be organized into 
five relatively independent layers, which are the fo llowing: 
• Application layer 
• Transport layer 
• Internet layer 
• Network Access layer 
• Physical layer 
The physical layer covers the physical mterface between a data transmission device 
(eg., workstation, computer) and a transmission medium or network. This layer is 
concerncd " ith specil)1ing the charactcnsucs of the transmission medium. the nature 
of thc signals, the data rate, and related matters 
The net\\ork access layer is concerned "1th the exchanged of data between an end 
system and the network to which it is attached. The sending computer must provide 
the network with the address or the cksti11atio11 computer, so that the network may 
route the data to the appropriate destinat ion. The sending computer may wish to 
invoke certain services, such as priority, that might provided by network. The 
specific software used at this layer depends on the type of network to be used. 
The Internet layer is concerned with the procedures needed to allow data to traverse 
multiple interconnected networks when there are two devices are attached to 
difTerent networks. The Internet protocol (IP) is used at this layer. This protocol is 
implements not only in the end systems but also in routers. 
4., 
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The transport layer assures that all packets arrive at the destination application and 
they arrive in the same order when they were sent. The transmission control protocol 
(TCP) is the most commonly used protocol to provide this functionality. Application 
layer contains the logic needed to support the various user applications. A separate 
module is needed for different application. 
2.8.2 Operation of TCP/IP 
HOST A 
TCP 
IP 
Net work access 
protocol I 
Physical 
. 
Post or service 
access point (SAP) 
Logical connection (TCP 
conncct1011 ) 
-~-------- ------ - -
Global network 
access 
• 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
Subnetwork attachment 
point address 
Logical connection 
(c.g.,vi rtual circuit) 
\ 
I 
I 
• 
IP 
NAP 1 NAP 2 
Router 
Figure 2.5: TCP/IP concepts 
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Figure 2.5 indicates how these protocols are configured for communications. To 
make clear that the total communications facility may consist of multiple networks, 
the consti tuent networks arc usually re ferred to as subnetworks. Some sort of 
networks access protocol, such as the Ethernet logic, is used to connect a computer to 
a subnetwork. This protocol enables the host to send data across the subnetwork to 
another host or, in the case of a host on another subnetwork, to a router. IP is 
implemented in all the end systems and the routers. It acts as a relay to move a block 
of data from one host, through one or more routers, to another host. TCP is 
implemented only in the end systems, it keep track of the block of data to assure that 
al l arc del ivered reliably to the appropriate application. 
For successful communication, every entity in the overall system must have a unique 
address. /\ctua lly, two levels or add n.:"s ing are needed. Each host 0 11 a subnetwork 
must ha\ c a unique global internet add11.:ss. this allow the data to be dcl1\crcd to the 
proper hnst This address is used b~· IP fo1 rout ing and delivering Fach application 
within a host must have an add1 ess that 1s unique within the host; th is allow th1.: host-
to-host protocol (TCP) to deliver Jata tn the proper process. The latter address is 
known as ports. 
/\ sirnplc operation is traced here. Suppose that a process, associated with port 1 at 
host /\ , wishes to send a message to another process, associated with port 2 at host B. 
The process at A hands the message down to TCP with instruction to send it to host 
B, port 12. TCP hands the message down to IP with instruction to send it to host B. 
Note that IP need not be told the identify of the destination port. All it needs to know 
is that the data are intended for host B. Next, IP hands the message down to network 
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access layer (e.g., Ethernet logic) \\ith instruction to send it to router X (the first hop 
on the way B). 
To control this operation, control information as well as user data must be 
transmitted, as suggested in figure 2.6.The sending process generates a block of data 
and passes this to TCP. TCP may break this block into smaller pieces to make more 
manageable. To each of these pieces, TCP appends control information known as the 
TCp header. fonrn ng a TCP segmcrll l'hc control information 1s used to be the peer 
TCP protocol entity at host 8. Items mdudcd rn the header arc destination pon, 
sequence number :.rnd checksum 
Next. ·1 cp hands each segment m er to 11'. \\'1th mstrucuon to t r:rnsm ll 11 to host B 
l'hcs1: s~e 1rn.: 111 must he: tian:-:m1ltl:d :ll'Hl'" Oil<.! rn 11101c..: sulrnct\\lll k·, :111J reluy<.!d 
through one or more 1ntcnned1atc 1outl.:1s I hrs opc1at1on, too. 1l.:q1111 ~·s tht: use of 
control 111fo11na11on Thus IP ap1x:mb a hc:u.kr of control 111l l>1111.ll1lrn to each 
segment to form an IP diagram. 
Finally, cuch IP datagram is represented to the networ!... access layer for transmission 
across thc first subnet\ ork in its journe) to the de tination. The networ!... access layer 
appends Its 0\\ n hl.!adcr, creating a pad.ct frame. The packet is transmitted across the 
Sttbnctwork to router X. The packet header contains the information (e.g. destination 
Sttbnctwor}.. address, fac1ht1cs request} that the subnetwork needs to transfer the data 
across the ~ubnctwork 
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At router X, the packet header is stripped ofT and the IP header examined. On the 
basis of the destination address infonnation in the IP header, the IP module in the 
router direct the datagram out across subnetwork 2 to host B. To do this, the 
datagram is again augmented with a network access header. 
When the data are received at 8 , the reverse process occurs. At each layer, the 
corresponding header 1s removed, and the reminder is passed on to the next higher 
layer, unt il the original user arc delivered to the destination process. 
User data 
[ J'CI' hc.1dc1 
IP header 
~ctworl header 
Figure 2.6: Protocol Data Umts in the TCP/IP Architecture 
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2.9 Computer Configura tion 
To accomplish this project, there are two computers needed, PC A and PC B. PC A 
consists user interface and simulation control while another PC with virtual home 
model. There are several configuration could be used in order to connect these two 
PCs. 
2.9. t Peer-To-Peer 
If just only need to share a pnntcr or an Internet connection, a cltcnt-server network 
(literature review 2.9.2 Client-Server) may be overkill . Sometimes, a simpler pecr-to-
r>ecr network may fulfill the nectls. Th1.: diagram below show a s1mpk peer-to-peer 
network: 
D 
-
Poor 1 Poor2 
Hub 
Peer3 Peer 4 •.. 
Figure 2 7: Simple peer-to-peer network. 
In a peer-to-peer network there arc no dedicated servers or hierarchy among the 
computers All of the computers on the network handle security and administration 
fo, thcmse l vc~ . ·1 he u\cr~ mu~t make the dcc1:,ions about who gets access to ' hat 
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Beyond that there are more similarities than differences. All of the computers must 
have network cards. It also uses the same cables, the same hubs, and the same 
Protocols such as the client-scner model. The only difference is that there isn't a 
server. 
2.9.2 C lient-Server 
In an environment with more than I 0- 15 computers, a peer-to-peer network begins to 
become more trouble than it is worth. The computers start to slow down and can 
never find the file which is looJ..ing ror, and security is non-existent The server is 
"dedicated" because it 1s op111n11cd to 4u1ckly scr. e requests from the clients The 
diagram below shows a s11nple cl1cnt-scr\ er networl.. 
Hub 
Server 
Cl ient 1 
Client 2 Client 3 ... 
Figure 2 8 Simple client-server network 
\Vhnt is n server'! 
/\ server, like any computer. consists of two parts, the hardware and the sofiwarc. A 
server 1s simply a computer that is runnrng soft w<m.: that cnahlcs 11 to sci vc specific 
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requests from clients. For example. a fi le server becomes a central storage place for a 
single network and client will request from server if they need a data. A server main 
benefit is optimization, which the server hardware is designed to quickly serve 
requests from clients. Any nonnal desktop computer could act as a server, but 
typically it needs something much more robust. 
2.10 Research on Existing System 
Several researches arc done on existing system Smart Home demos can be fOLmd in 
the net which user can view visual efTect by clicking at the button. This demo is a 
web based demo which input and oucpul i corning from the same computer but 
Smntl 110 1111,; Si111ul<1t ion is al o emphasis on physical connection which involving 
two machine 10 communicate ' ith each other Figure below shows C\amplc of the 
demo. 
\I II II 
letsautomate 
t 0111 
I fn rnr A11t 111ntH io n Oon •o-. 
I 
Applica tion s P art Applications Part 
1 2 
Applica t io n s Part 
3 
Figure 2.9: Smart Home demo 
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Figure 2.11 : Visual change after user key in an input 
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2.11 Conclusion 
Based on the review that had been done, chapter 2 had stated project concept clearer. 
Various platfom1s, tools and configuration are discussed and fact finding techniques 
are explained. Chapter 3 will discuss the system methodology and 
advantages/disadvantages of existing system development model. 
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[ CHAPTER3: METHODOLOGY 
3. l Introduction 
According to FOLDOC, Free On-Line Dictionary of Computing, methodology is an 
organized, documented set or procedures and guidelines for one or more phases of 
the software life cycle, such as anal sis or design. Whereas, Rumbaugh et al defined 
that a sonwarc engineering methodology is a process for the organized production of 
sonware, using a colkct1on of preddined techniques and national conversations. A 
methodology is usually presented ns a series of steps, wi th techniques and notation 
associated with each step 
Piocess model is very impor tant during the soil ware de' clopment process or 
software life cycle It c.::111 fo11n :1 Ct\rn n1or1 umlcrstanc.hng ot the .1ct1v1t1es. resources 
and constraint. "" olvcd in soft" ;11 e de' clopment When n pr oc.:e"s 1111.H.ld 1s crcat\!d, 
11 hdps to find the inconstam:1es, redundancies and on11ss1on" 111 the p1m.:es~ As the 
Problems arc noted and corrected. the process becomes mor e ct lccti' e und focust:d 
on budding the final system. 
People ha\ c de eloped so fl ware systems for decades. ln the development process, 
several difTerent models for system development have been used. For instance, 
Waterfall Model, V Model, ProtOt) pmg Model, Spiral Model and Transformation 
Model ·1 ht.:se models provide guidance on the order in which a project should carry 
Out its major tasl.s 
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The methodology or process model using for Smart Home Simulation is "V Model". 
It is very similar to waterfall model e"Xccpt the now is in V shapes and it 's allow 
developer to veri fy system design b refer to programming code easily. 
3.2 System Development Model 
Many procc. s models arc dcscnbcd m the software engineering literature. Some are 
prescriptions for the wa , software development should progress, and others are 
descript ions of the way sof1,,arc de' clopment is done actually In theory, the kinds 
of models should be similar l>r the same, but in practice, they are not. Building a 
process model and drscussrng its t\uh processes help the de' eloper team understand 
the gap between what should bt.: and what is. 
3
.2.1 \ \'atcrfall l\ l otll'I 
Waterfa ll model rs a sofl\\ :11 c lt fc nclc model , dcsc11bcd h\ \V \V Rovcc rn 1970. 11 1 
Which development is supposed to proceed linearly thl<Hll'h phases of requirement 
analysis, design, implcmcntauon. testrng (\al ida11on), 111tcl!1aturn and mamtcnancc 
I he phases are depicted as casc:1<l111g from one to muHht.:1, which means one 
development stage should be completed before the next stage. 
Advanh&gcs of \Vatcrfall Model 
• 
• 
It rs very strarghtfonvard and simple. Its simplicity makes it easy to explain to 
customers who arc not familiar with system development. 
It present a 'cry high-level view of what goes on during development 
process, and 1t suggests to developers the sequence of events they should 
cx1-x=ct to encounter 
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• It has clear defined milestones. This is very uscf ul in helping developers lay 
out what they need to do next. 
• It also delivers structured documents at each defined milest0nes, which 
makes the process visible. No phase is completed until the documents are 
done. 
• It has lots of reviews and e aluations, thus, some son of output will gained 
after C<1ch step. 
l)isndvanta~cs of \\'a tcrfa ll l\ lodcl 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
There have l11tk 1ns1ght into the operation of the S\ \ tem such as ho" each 
activi ty transfonn s om; a1 t1fact to n11othe1 Thus. 11 piov1dcs 110 g111 tb11ce to 
de, dopers on ho" w handle changes to acll\ 111es that arc lt"clv to occu1 
du11ng de' clopm c.:nt 
Requirements mu' t he.: li\ed before the s\ 'tcm 1, dl''IFllC.:d 
evolution makes the de\ dopmcnt method unstable.: 
1cqu11cmc111 s 
Design and code "or" often tum turns up rcqu11 c.: mc11ts 1nco 11s1stenc1cs . 
missing system components. nnd tmcxpcct ·d dc\'clopc1 s needs. 
System pcrfom1ancc cannot be tested until the system 1s almost coded, under 
capacity may be d1flicult to correct. Problems are not discovered until system 
tCSttng 
It docs not rcncct the way code is really developed . 
Real projects rarely now 111 a sequential process. A working revision of the 
system 1s not seen unttl late 111 the project's life. 
Failed to treat so ft ware as problem-solving process due to it was derived from 
the lwr<lwarc world 
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3.2.2 Prototype l\lodcl 
A prototype is partially de\'eloped product that enables customers and de\ elopers to 
examine some aspect of the proposed system and decide if it is suitable for the 
finished products. Prototyping is such a sub process to develop a prototype. The 
objectives of this model are: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
To establish user interface 
To reduce communication problems and avoid misunderstanding . 
To explore potential designs 
To e,·atuate performance . 
Advantages of Prototype l\ lodrl 
• 
• 
• 
To explore user needs 
It 1s d1flicult to 1mag111c S) stem from the ' pcc11ic:1twn. prototyping model 
allt)\\ s all part ol :1 'l\ stt.: m to bt.: co11st1Ul'tt.:d qurdh l\l 1111dc1 stnnd or clanl\' 
needs It also reduces 1111s1111de1 standrng and 1dcnt rf 11.:s 1111 ,srng funct 1011s and 
problems. Protot pc form s the basis for a'' 11tten s1K'l'll 1l':tt1nn 
To explore design 
In this model, design 1cq1111cs repc:Hcd mvcst1 gatro11 tn 111crl.!nse a common 
understanding of" hat is needed and'' hat is pro1x)sed. 
To help in ri sJ.. management. 
This model colkct mformation (at a cost) and reduces uncertainties m 
development, 11 also reduces chances of user rejection. 
Disadvan tages of Prototype lodcl 
• 
• 
• 
Tune consuming It is a waste of time if requirements are already clear . 
Can he a high percentage of total cost 
Need<. experienced people to tc'it It 
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3.2.3 V l\lodel 
The V model is a rnriat1on of the waterfall model that demonstrates hO\" the testing 
activities arc related to analysis and design .As shown in Figure 3. I , coding forms the 
point of the Y, \\ith analysis and design on the left, and testing and maintenance on 
the right. Unit and integration testing addresses the correctness of programs. The Y 
model also be used to ' crify the program design During testing stage, unit and 
integration testi ng sho uld ensure that every aspect of the program design have been 
implemented correct ly 111 the code S11rn larly, system testing should \'erify the system 
design, mak ing sure that all system design aspects arc ct,rrcctly implemented 
Acceptance testing should 'al idate reqmrcment m order to meet all rcqu1rcmcnts 
analysis tha t has been done bcfon.: 
lhc modd 's '1 11!-,.ngc nl thc ldt s1th.: ' " th the 11 ~1ht s1dl..' ol 1h1.: \I 1111pl11.:s that 11' 
Problem arc found d111111g n:1 dica11on and Hlhdat1011. then th~: kft side or the V can 
bi.: re-executed to fix and 11npH)\ c the rcqu11enH.:nts, di..: :-.1p11 and code before the 
l\!sting steps of the right side an: re -enacted. As a result I h~I\ c chosen tlus pmccss 
lllodcl for Sman I tome S11nulatl()n project. Tlus model allm' lhL' dt:vdopc1 to corrt:ct 
any problem in testing stages cnrnparcd tO waterfa ll model whereas focus of 
Waterfa ll is often documents and artifacts, the focus of the V model is activity and 
correctness Otherwise 1he V model has several advantages as shown below: 
• 
• 
More explicit some of the iteration and rework than are hidden m the 
waterfa ll depiction 
l!asy to undcrstamJ the prOJCCt planning. I low it planned, how it reworked 
and how II fini shed 
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• Can fix any problem or improve t11e design and requirements even not in 
development stage. 
REQUIROUNf 1--------------MI ANALYSIS 
OPERATION& 
MAINITNANCE 
ACCEYfANCE 
TESTING 
S\'STEM 
DESIGN 
SVSTElt 
TF.STING 
1 '• 11 I 11 
PROGRAM 
DESIGN 
COO INC 
UNIT~" 
lNTlCRATION 
TESTINC 
Figure 3.1: The V modd 
In this model, the fundamental development nc1ivitics nrc: 
I) Requirement Analysis 
TI1is is the first stage of the V model. It defines functional capabilities, perfonnance, 
design constraints and system interfaces. Various researches are conducted to 
understand the technologies and issue concerning the system to be developed. Then, 
the rcsult1i arc analyzed. Goals, constraints, and scope are established based on 
57 
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results. Later, the requirements of the system arc defined by dc,dopers. Finally, a 
System Requirement Document (SRO) is produced. 
2) System design 
Design is the structure, interface relations, sizing. key algorithms and assumptions of 
each program component. Once the requirements arc defined, a system design has to 
be created. The system design process partitions the requirements to either hardware 
or software systems. Besides that , various diagrams such as data now diagram, entity 
relationship diagram and process now diagram arc dnm n to logically represent tht: 
system It establishes an overall system architectu re System design 1m ohc~ 
represent ing the sollware system appearances and functions from the user's 
perspective The user then I C\ 1cws 1t. 
J) l'rogrnm design 
The previous phase!\ \\'ilS approved, the O\ erall sy:-.tem d e-.1g 11 1 ~ used w generate th1.: 
design of the individual program invol ed. 
4) Coding 
Coding is complete, verified set of program components. The programmer will wnte 
the programs based on the approved program design. 
S) nit and integration te ting 
·rhc assigned system design has more than one program. The testing involves making 
sure that each u111t satisfied its speci fication. When the program has been written, 
they urc tested as ind1v1dual pieces of code, which called un it testing. Once the 
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pieces work as desired, the system was build by adding one piece to next until the 
entire system is operational, which ca lled integration testing. lntegration is a properly 
function software product composed of the software components. In Y model 
approach if any problem or any improvements arc needed, developer are allowed to 
re-execute tht.! early stages to produce perfect system. 
6) System testing 
This stage involves a test or the whole system to mal-.e sure that the functi ons and 
interactions specified i111tially lul\ e been impkmcnted properly and satisfy the 
specifications Va lidatHlll ensures that system ha!' 1111pk111entcd all of the 
requirements. SO that earh :-.ystelll fum:tton C:lll be ttackt.:d back to a pm t1rnlt11 
rcquin.:mcnt lks1tks. \t.:1tlica tton cnsmes that each t'11nr t1011 \\ orks com.:ctly That 1s 
va1tdat1on ma lo.cs su t l' th.11 the d1.:' doper ' ' h11tld1111• thl..' 11 i;ht pHHhu: t, ;11 1d 
Verification chccl-.s th t.: qu:ll tt) or the 1mplcmc11t:lll\lll \1 111d:11 I . any COi fCC tlOll \ ;111d 
101provcments allow 111 this stage 
7) Acceptance tes ting 
This stage tests "hethcr thl! compktc S) stem accepted by the customer or not. This 
stage also addresses the.! rc.!quiremcnts meet and it conducted by the customer rather 
than developer 
J.J Conclu\ ion 
During this requirement analysts phase, the V model is chosen as the best 
111Clhodology bao.,cd on the 11crat1on and rt:work. This approach was used because if 
any problem occurred during 1mplc.:rncntat1 on pha.,c, d1.;velorcr may correct and Ii\'. 
\ l) 
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the problem an<l re-do the implementation phase The 11cration 1s not limited until the 
problem fi'\cd . This model consists of SC\ en pha-;es requm~ment anal) sis, S) stem 
design, program design. coding. unit and integration testing, system testing and 
Operation and ma111tena11ce System design of this project \\ 111 be e'\plamed m the 
next chapter 
hll 
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[ CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.t Introduction 
A requirement is a feature of system or a description of something that the system is 
capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. It describes not only the 
flow of the infom1ation to and from the system but also the constraints on the 
system's performance. 
Requirement elicitation 1s an esrx:cially cnt1cal part or the process It explains the 
requirement definition or the s Sh~m. Requirement ddi11111on IS a complete list111g or 
everything the custome1 expects the proposed sv ... 1c1n to do It rcpn:sents an 
Understanding between customer and developer of "h:it c11'\to111er needs or want .., 
3nd It usually '' 11111.:n 1n1n1h "11h de' d \lpa < ln th\.· \ll hc1 hand. th<.: 1cq1111 c1m:nt 
Specification restates the req u11 cment dclin1t1on 111 tcd1111l·al tl·1ms appmp11nte fo1 the 
development of a system design. It 1s wnttcn b) n.:q1111 l·mc111 annl •sb 
The requirements for mart I lome Simulation pr llJC<..'t C(l\ l'I four main ca11.:go11es, 
Which arc: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Functional requirements 
Non-functional requirements 
Software requirements 
1 lardwarc requirements 
tll 
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4.2 Functional Requ irement 
Functional requirement explains what the system will do. It describes an interaction 
between the system and its environment. Furthermore, functional requirement 
describes how the system should behave given certain stimuli: functional 
requirement arc the system expected by users. In order to deploy the functional 
requirement there an.: three major modules that have been recognized as the most 
1rnportan1 functional n.:quiremcnts for this system: User interface, virtual home 
module and simulation control. 
4.2. J llscr Interface 
This module consis1 1111er 1:1ee for user to co111ml !he '11111:11 home Its also be '"' an 
input point for this ~v -..1em Se\cral buttons will he dest!_' ned to indicate home area 
Such a~ Ii ving ha 11 . hnll\HH\\ ()I I-11du.: 11 Fa ch h1111011 "1 ll pt O\llk opt urn 10 ll "l l' I 
ci1hcr to s w11c lt -011 tll ' "111.·h off home appliance 111 thl· ar l\t l111h1 ~ module 1h1:1c ar~ 
eight functional butt;m:.. 10 1cprcsc11t home area. 
,,, 
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User Interface 
-
.. 
Home 
area 
-
r 
Home area 1 Home area 2 
Switching Switching 
option for home option for home 
appliances 111 appliances in 
this aH:a this arcn 
llomc area n 
S" 11d1111g 
op11on for home 
appliance!\ in 
1111, .11 c.1 
1 
Mode 
-
... 
Away mode Nigh tmode 
S witch-ofT all Switch -ofT all 
home appliances lamps except 
m the house lamp it 1 thc 
garage 
Figur e ·I I: Conceptual di:igrnm fo1 t1 !>c1 1ntc1 face module 
4.2.2 Virtual home module 
Virtual home module is an output point for this system. It contain home in virtual 
Graphical picture such as living room, bedroom or kitchen will be designed in this 
module User can sec efTcct from this module as an output for their input from user 
interface 111od11lc Effect at this module represented by several different colour for 
diObent home appliance Smee there are eight buttons in user interface module there 
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are eight home areas will be designed in this module to represent living hall, din ing 
hall, kitchen, bathroom, master bedroom, bedroom I, bedroom 2 and garage. 
Virtual home 
module 
, 
Home area 1 Home area 2 Home area n 
Grnphic picture Graphic picture Graphic picture 
to represent to represent to represent 
home area home area home area 
Fig111~ I 2 Ccnccptual dingr.1111 fo 1 ' 11111a l home moduli.: 
l} 'r mtt?rJi,t.:e mo1~11J~ ,, 1U ,,} umn ~I~ ~ Uh ~n \HJ~ hnm~ m~ }Ul ~ 
~{\ 11 . l':ll,J .t. l!',~~ ~~~ r~, l! ~m ~,llJU\\ J. ~ ft\\ \ \\\l\J\~ 
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User Interface 
Home 
-
Mode ,_ 
area 
' 
~ 
Input 
! 
Home Home Home 
8reJl 1 ares 2 area n 
EfTec1 from user EfTccl from u er EfTcc1 from user 
input input input 
·~ i 
Virtual home 
Figlllc ·I ~ Conccpltml diagram for usc1 1111 c1 t:1 cc nnd vi1111nl ho111c mod11k: 
4.2.3 imulat ion control 
Simulation control is ital module for tlus ~' ~ tcm. Without th is module, ll '.'lcr 
interface module and virtual home module c umot be interacts with each other. 
Simulation control will be installed in the same machine wilh user interface. User 
only can view 1hc user interface and virtual home module as shown as figure 3.4 
below: 
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Simulation 
GUI / ' Simulation ' Visual I( ; > 
" 
/ control / model 
"I' 
User 
' 
o,o ,, 
, 
' 
Figure 4.4 Basic communicatron diagram for Smart I tome simulation 
This srmulauon control will control a signal sent h\ u~er through the net\\<.Hk lrom 
user interface It !- involve sending n signal bv establishing a socket. Sodct 111.:cds to 
be established for hoth machint: that co11s1!:>t a u-,c.:1 1ntc.:1 face module.: and' 11 tual lwrm: 
tnodule. 
The transmission bCl\\Cen these l\\ O sod.els \\Ill Cl)l\\ll\Ullicatc OVCI rep protocol 
Once these t\\O sod.c.:ts have been connc.:cted. tt can be used to send signal eithl!r 111 
0nc or both dircctwns 
4.3 Non-Functional Requirement 
Non-Functional Requirement describes the modules that wi ll not have on the system 
1n Order to orcrate and produce the required result. 
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4.3.1 User In te rface 
A user interface for the simulation system must as same as a real world application. 
A same interface helps user to operate and understanding real Smart Home 
efficiency. 
4.3.2 User fri endliness 
A user-friendly interface should ha' e a good flow of navigat ion. It can help user to 
control the simulat ion system easily Friendly interface also can make user familiar 
With it . 8csidcs that. 11 should apply the graphical fea tures approach for better' 1sual 
effect to the user 
4.3.3 Rclinbility 
Smart I Imm: S11n ulat1nn !>hmal d he n.:lt,lbk 111 prn1."cs:-;1ng the tnput I h~ "' stem 
should generate u~cr - fn<.!n<ll y lcc<lbacJ.. to the th c 1 fo1 1<.!sfx>11sc lO their input 
4.3.4 Ex pandabil ity 
Srnart I tome Simulauon should be c:\pandabk or nw<ldicd if then.: nny add1t1011 01 
rnodification features in real \\ Orld Sman I lomc application. 
4.4 oftware Requirement 
After several literature researches done in Chapter 2, some system development tools 
have been selected based on their features and capabi lities. Below is the chosen 
software to develop the system 
fl ' / 
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4.4. t Platform 
Microsoft Windows 2000 has been chosen. It is the second latest version of 
Microsoft evolving operating system beside Window XP. The benefits of th is 
platfonn are listed below: 
• Multitasking 
User could run multiple appl ications s1multaneously on the same system. 
Number of applications supported would depend on memory in the system. 
• l\lcrnory support 
Windows 2000 provides support for up to 6.t GB of memory 
• . ymmctric l\ lultiproccssing ( MP) calnbil ity 
• 
It 1s a technology that allows an operating s\ ' lcm to use mult iple proccssrn s 
(up to 32 p1occssors) simultaneously to 1mprm c pcrfonnancc hy n:ducme 
transaction 111nc 
Plug nnd Pin) 
It is easy 10 1ns1all pl ug and piny de' ice " 11 IHHll pc1 for ming compl1 ca1cd 
setup procl.!ss 
• User-friend!) r nvironmcnt 
Windows 2000 provides user fr iendly interface and most people arc fam il iar 
with the rntcrfacc. 
• Ensc of in. tnllation 
• 
Windows 2000 provides user interface during installation. The interface will 
guide user with step-by-step mstallatton method. 
Avnilnbility of technical support 
Technical support is availabil ity to user if any error occurred. 
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• Domina nt position in software ma rket 
Microsoft is a big name in producing operating system and it is adapted world 
wide. 
4.4.2 User Inte rface and Virtual Home l\lodu lc T ools 
To develop these two models, dec ision has been made to use Visual Basic as a main 
toot. r rom litera ture review in Chapter 2, Delphi and PowerBuilder has a better 
advantage against Visual Basic but to develop thc~c two models, Visual Basic 1s 
good enough and sufficient for this system The other reason for choosing this tool 1s 
stated below 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Easy to kam. /\!most not using a co111pl1<.:a t1:d code 
Visual Basic prnv1dcs a user friendl y 1111c1 l:Kc 11 .,ctf 
I\ llm pr or1 an1111cr to <le.: \ clop 1 ntc.:iact l\l' 11111.:r I .tn.· 
Drag and drop method wi ll prm ides u~cr .1 .... 1111plc and casv \\:t \' 111 cod111t1 
stage. 
• Visual Basic is a Microsoll 's product and 11 " ill goes well ' 1th W1mlow" 
2000, the platfonn that had been chosen 
4.4.3 imulution Control Tools 
Dcvctop111g the s1mulat1on control need to consider about several things. 
Transmission over TCP protocol needs to establish between two sockets. Those 
50Ckets must be programmed before it can communicate. Programming language 
such U!-i C 1 1, Python or Java can be used to program the sockets. Jn Chapter 2, 
lldvuntagcs and disadvantages of those programming language had been stated. 
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Finally, Java language has been chosen as a programming language to program the 
sockets. 1l1e reasons are it is simple, platfon11 independent , object-oriented, 
distributed. architectur.!-neutral, portable, multithreaded and dynamic. In addition, it 
has strong suppon of networking such as TCP and UDP sockets. Java network 
applications only have fewer lines of codes and each line can be explained without 
much ctinicult . Besides, it also has exception mechanisms for robust handling of 
common problems that occur during 1/0 and networking operations. 
4.5 llardwa rc llcquircmcnt 
l\Ocr discussmg soflware requirement in abO\ C scc11011 , this St.'Ction will emphasis on 
hard,,are rcqum:rncnt which it i very impo11 n111 too 'l11is simulation sy ·tcm need 
lwo 111achincs wl11ch IS PC J\ and PC n. I lnrd wnrc 1cq11irc111e11 t is different 0 11 these 
two mnchrrn:s. "hr ch server machme, PC 1\ ncc:d l11gh req111rc111ent than d1cnt 
ntachinc. PC ll lkhm arc hnrdwm c 1c q1111 c d1.1r1.11n l\ll this system 
PC J\ PCB 
Figure 4.5: Hardwa.re require for this system 
User mterfacc module and simulation control will be installed in PC A which PC A 
is a server while vi rtual home module installed in PC B, a client machine. Table 
below shows rn11111num hardware require for each PC. 
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© PC A 
Component Descriptions 
Microprocessor Pentium II 266 Ml lz or above 
~ 
RAM At least 128 MB 
Storage At least 2 GB 
Input devices Mouse, Keyboard 
~ 
Network interface card 10/100 Mbps 
Table 4 I · Requirement of PC A (server machine) 
© PC B 
Com poncnt 
Microprocessor 
RAM 
Storage 
Nctwor~ inter 1:11.:<.: card 
lkscri pt ions 
Pc11t1um II 166 Ml 11 or above 
At ka"t 6·1 rv:n 
J\ t ka"t I <ill 
10 100 ll'P" 
Tabk -t 1: Rt:qurrt: ment of PC n (d1e11t machine) 
4.6 Conclusion 
The system requirements for this system have been stated out. Functional 
requirements, 11011-fu11etional requirements, software requirements and hardware 
requirements ha e been discuss in this chapter. Tools chosen for developing the 
l>Ystcm also stated m tlus Chapter, in software requirement section. Next chapter will 
cxpla111 about system design 
II 
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[ CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduct ion 
System design is a process to convert the conceptual ideas from requirement 
speci fication in system analysis into more technical specification. 
A design spccilicn t1011 displays both the physical and logical design of the system. 
Physical design 1s thc Smart I lomc S1mulat1on architecture design For the logical 
design, spcc1 ficat1011s arl.! on the s •stem funct1 onalit\ design, ust.!r interface design 
and virtual home dcsi1111 
., 
5.2 Overview of Sma rl Home Simulalion Ard1itcrl 11rc 
'fht! Smart I tome S 111111b11nn u:-1ng l\\o-11 c r :11d11tl·1.· 11111.: ppl11.:atw11 com1m111.:nh for 
Sanan I lornc S11nul:111nn arc d1str 1butcd betwc1.·11 the -..cl\ er nnd client ·1 he "c" cr 
contains user intt.!rlitcc and srmulallon control I h1.· !'>Cl\ er abo 1s 1c!->pons1bk to 
Process a signal from user interface before end It to drcnt 
The PC clients arc responsible to show an output from server. This PC contains 
Virtual home module and only responsible to reccivt.!d signal sent by server. Un
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Server 
Networh. 
Client 
Figure 5.1: Two-tier architecture 
5.3 Sylitcm Functionality Dcsil!n 
System funct1 011al1t\ design 1s based on the S)stcm 1cqu1 rc111c11ts stated tn Chaptc1 ·I , 
system anal ysis In othcr ''ords. system functwnali t\ design si...ctchco.; out the s\ '>tcm 
rcqu1rcme111 ..., 1111hc llHm nl'sttue1u1 c chart and d:11 :1 11<1\\ d1:1 r 1:1111 
5.3. 1 System St ruct 11 re C hart 
The system s1ruc1u1 e chart is used to depict 111ch-k\ d abstrnct1on of a spccilicd 
system. B using stru<.:lllrc chart , the interaction:\ lx: twccn the 1ndepc11den1 sub-
lllodulcs arc de. cnbed /\ typical systt.:m structure chan includes in the Smart I tome 
Simulation are shtm n bdow Each of these modules is further divided into several 
Sub-rnodulcs 
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User Interface ~ Simulation :. Virtual Home 
Mooule \.ontml Moch1le 
Activate 
Figurl! 5.2: Strncture chart for Sman I lome Simulation. 
User Interface 
Module 
,, . 
llome Sman Home 
Area Mode 
l 1g111c 5 J S1111c1wc chan fo1 11\l't 1111c1t:u.:c 111odulc 
Smart Home 
Mode 
Deactivate Activate 
Figure 5.4: Stnacture chart for Smart Home mode 
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h gurc 5.6. Stnicture chart for virtual home module 
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5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
Data flow diaf:>YTam is the various graphical models that show the boundaries of the 
system and infom1ation used within the system. DFD depicts the broadest possible 
overview of system inputs, processes and outputs. 
Symbol Meaning I De.script ion 
I Q Any object in the real world, 
D Entity t: g Studt:nt. Q Labeled with a name 
·- 1~ 
Q Movcrnt:nt of data from Ollt! 
FlO\\ or data po mt to anotht:r, \\Ith the 
• 
head of tht: :u r 0\\ jHltt lt 111!_' 
toward the du ta'' de.,111 iatlllll I 
-
I 
--
-
' 
'· I op sec tHlll I ~ lahclc.:d \\ 1th a , 
' 11111q11e lllllllhCt 1IHJtC.: ill111!' l (S 
Process k \ cl w11l11n the d111g1:1111 
l~ 1 m t:r section c.:0 111 :1 111 ~ 
\.. ~ dcsct ipt1011 or the p1m:c!'> ... 
- 1-
Q Labeled wi th ident ifier and 
[ I Data store data store descript ion 
--
·1 able 5 I. Four basic symbols in DFD 
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A 
Pr o<.:cs:-; 
signal 
Virtual home 
module (output 
shows here) 
Sending signal 
User A can view 
the output 
h gun.: 5 7 Data flow diagram for Smart I Jome Simulation 
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S.4 User Interface Design 
User interface is an important component for this simulation system. Therefore, the 
user interfaces of Smart Home Simulation are design based on several considerations 
as stated below: 
• Creates the user interface that easy to use. This is to make sure that tl1e first 
time user can handle well the simulation. 
• Provide the standard and consistenr look interface 
• Design the interface as same as real world Smart Home. 
Below is drafl of interface design: 
SMART HOME SIMULATION 
Figure 5.8: Interface of main page 
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SMART HOME SIMULATION 
' -
'I:. ' ', \: :>~·~ • 
~~~._.~ ' . .. . . . . c-;Q.i~.)_I. I. : . ·. •' ~~-· . ~': . . ' · .. 
m,'' • ~ ' . I • • . . ' . I • ' t ,. . . . . ~tt'· .. ·~ . ~ . . . . .. · ..l'l,j·.'· ,, ' . ' • . •. 
.·· .......... ~--' 
. ·- -~~ . ' 
• . : ~~.-~ J_ ,~._ ·.-:7f 
-- • : • - ._J.~ . ... .. 
Figure 5.9: Interface of llomc t\rca option I 
SMART HOME Sll\1ULATION 
LIGHT 
Figure 5.10: Interface of Home Area option 2 
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SMART HOME SIMULATION 
._. . , ....... . 
': ' . .' ~,j ~ .. ·_:. 
NIGHT MODE I I AC11VATE I I DUCTIVATE I 
AWAY MODE I I AC11VATE I I DE-ACTIVATE I 
Figure 5.11 : Interface of lode option 
S.S Virtual I lomc Design 
Virtual home module will show output to user Figun.! below shows drnfi of v11111nl 
home design. 
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8atJ1-
room 
Ki1 che11 
5.6 Conclusion 
Bed-
room 
2 
VIRTUAL HOME 
Bedroom 
I 
Dining 
l lall 
Master 
Bedroom 
Living Hall 
Figure 5. 12: Vinual home 1111erfocc 
Garage 
This chap1c1 ,.., mainly abo111 the design or the prnposed system Some specific 
guidelines 10 design this system nrc discussl.!d. The system design provich.:s a 
guideline to S) stc:.'m developers in impkmc111111g a system. ·nms. 11 good system 
design is nn imponnnt key to a successful syst~m. 
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[ CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.t In troduction 
In this stage, the design model of Smart Home Simulation is converted into a 
workable product. In the requirements analysis and system design stages, the 
blueprint of the system is analyzed and developed, however the product is slightly 
different from the blueprint and several modifications has been done. 
System Implementation considered about several aspects Those arc 
• Development Environment 
• System Development 
6.2 Dcvclopmc111 Environment 
Development cm 11onmc111 ts important m bt11ld111g a 1.·u11ect and clfo.:1e111 p1od111.:1 
Using the suitable hardware nn<l sofiwnre will nm nnl ) help to speed up the ~) ... 1~ m 
development but nlso detennine the success of the p1 ojcct. Development 
environment considered hardware and sof1wa1 c tools had been used dt11111g 
development stage. 
6.2. t Hnrd''''arc Used 
The hardware to develop the system is listed below: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
AMO Athlon I. 7 GHz processor 
7 0 G l3 hard disk 
128 Ml3 memory 
Other standard desktop PC component 
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6.2.2 Software Tools Used 
There are a lot of software tools available in the market that can be used to do the 
development, designing tasks and report writing. The software used to accomplish 
the system is depicted as table below: 
Softwnrc 
Microsoft Windows 98 
Internet Explorl!r 5 
Microsofl Visual Baste 6 0 
Adobe Photoshop 7 
Microsoft Word 2000 
Purpose Dcscri1>tion 
System requirement Operating System 
System dl!vclopmc111 Browser for v1ewrng weh 
pages developed 
S stem de clopmcnt Developing and Codmg 
Fdt1 pictures Image dcs1g11 and cd1t111g tool 
Wr 1t111g \ 111111g manual fo1 11 ..;er 
: p111 pose 
l'nhlc 6. 1: Summary or so fm nrc used 
6.2.3 Platform Development 
Smart I lomc 1mulat1 011 1s a Client- crver applica11on. In order to accomplish this 
system, two PC arc needed and it is connected l!ach other either via single cable or 
LAN The platform dc\clopment including sening up two PC and get both PC IP 
address for coding purpose. 
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6.3 System Development 
The implementation of the system involves several steps. Those are: 
Documentw ion ReV1ew 
System Des1g11 
1• 
.~\ 1ste111 Cod111g 
1• 
S\•stem /'e.,1111.i:. 
1• 
-
( 'omplere rlw ·' ' '-"f<'lll 
doc ume 111 o t ' ' >11 
Figure 6.1: 5 steps of system implementation 
~ Documentation Review 
Documcntat1on review was been prepared during the previous phase. The 
documentation consists of system requirement and process flow. This 
documcnt:ll ion will give a better understanding of the work that needs to be done 
during the codmg phuse J{cview the documentation is also a guide to develop the 
system as wel I 
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~ System Design 
System design step, emphasize on designing User Interface and Virtual Home 
Module. To create a friendly interface, research has been done in this step. 
Several experts and programmers have been referred to gain information and tips. 
~ System Coding 
System coding is the phase of writing the program instruction that implement the 
system design Design specification must be translated into the machine-readable 
fonnnt. I f design is perfom1ed in details manner, coding can be accomplished 
mechanically 
~ System Testing 
Sys1c111 ll'st111l.' 1-. thl' phase whr l'h til t• pr nt•r .1111 rs been tesh.:d rile 1L'-.1111 t• 1s 
needed to c11 -.111 c 1t functions co11 ecth I \) produl'c 111format1011 that u-.cr rel\ rng 
on. Demonstratr on product has been produced during tes1111g phase Sc\ er al 
correspondents had been demonstrated to get l'ccdhacl..s and comments 
~ Complete the system documentation 
Completing the system is essential for the successful operation and understanding 
of the system l'h1s documentation includes the system's user manual that may be 
needed by most of the user. 
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6.3.1 Interface Coding 
Developing User Interface using Visual Basic is quit easy. Most of tools are 
provided. Most of coding used in User Interface is for pages navigation and the rest 
is for Winsock function. Below is sample of coding use in User Interface during 
developing the system. 
To show page while hiding previous page. 
l'nvate Suh Image K1tclu!l1 Clrck(J 
Unload A f e 
f i'l1l K 11che11. Sho u · 
1~·11d Suh 
Code above also h:id been used at " pre ' 1011~" huttllll :t \ " ell 
This system 1s usrng a background to mal..c 11 mrn c a111:u.: t1 \c To avoid usc1 Imm 
clicking at the bacl..ground page that woul<l mal..e functwn 111g page disappc111 these 
coding is using for b:ickground page. 
l'nvate, uh Form l.ondO 
frmBnckp,rowul.~ how 
frmBackgrormd. Enabled - False 
A le.Show vb Modal 
fm/ Suh 
XI 
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For Exit button those coding will end the system. 
Private Sub cmdExit_ Click() 
End 
End Sub 
Every time user clicking on ·oN' /'OFF' function or activate/de-activate function, 
appropriate string will send through stream established by Winsock. These string 
represent input or command from User Interface. Those were coding for sending the 
string. 
/>r11 ·01t· ,\'uh cmd( i /,0 11 Cltck() 
I/ (rep( 'lt1!11t.Sta1c g k( 'fo ,c<IJ n11!11 
l<'fJ( 'hc •11f . .'','e11dl >01<1 "< ;/ . I" 
I 11C/ // 
/ :'11cl Suh 
Besides sending st1 ing, User Interface module can receive string from Vii tua l I lomc 
as well . Event simulation is avai lable at Virtual l lonu.: Module nml mcssugc box will 
appear each time user clic~ on the simulation buuon. Below is coding to convert 
received string into message box 
f'nvate Sub tcpChent DaraArnval(ByVal bytesTotal As Long) 
01111 .\Ir A.\ S1r111g 
('all tcpCh ent. Get Data(str) 
If .\Ir "jtre" Then MsgBox ("FIRE Dl:."l'l:X.:1'1.:.:D") 
lf.\lr "mtruder" Then MsgBox ("INTRUDER!") 
Hml Suh 
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This system provides flexibility for user to change IP address and port address. Text 
box for both addresses is available at Connection Setting frame. Those coding wi ll 
enable user to key in appropriate addresses. 
l'n\•ate Sub txtll' Address_ ChangeO 
If (tcpC/ie11t.State , - sckClosed) The11 tcpC/iem. Close 
tcpC!iem.RemoteHosr txr/PAddress. Text 
/:.ml Sub 
l'n\'(lte Sub txtl'ortAdclress ( ·1w11ge() 
~l(tcpC!te111.,\'tate · sck( ·1o.,el/) 1/ie11 tcpC/1e11t.Close 
rep('/ 1e11t. Uemor e Port txt I 'ortA de/res.\ . Text 
1~·11<1 Suh 
Dcclara1ion fot both addresses. IP address and port :tdd1css must been "rrtc lir st 
before wntrng coding abo\e. lkkm 1s a cmltng 11.>r dl:dn1at1011 of both add1csscs 
/
1rl\ 't1h' Suh Form LmulO 
txtlPAddress. /(!xt 
1xtPor1Aclclress. li ..i .. r1 
"/ _ -.cUJ. /" 
"I 00 I" 
1cpC/1c111.Rcmo1eHos1 1x1/l'Address. Text 
1cpC!tem.Re11101ePor1 - txtPor1Address. Text 
/:'nd Sub 
"127.0.0.1" and " I 00 I" shown above is a default value if user not enter any new IP 
address or port address 
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6.3.2 Virtual Home Coding 
Coding at Virtual Horne Module emphasize on how to manage data arrival from 
client application (User Interface). Every string received is a command to generate 
output. for example if string "G2 l" received, that means light at garage must be 
turn ing on. Currently light icon at garage image is invisible. After string arrived, 
those coding wi ll compared the string and make it visible 
l'n\'l1/e Suh tcpServer /Jatw lrnva/(/JyVal hytesTotal As Long) 
/)1111 .,,,.As Str111p, 
( 'oll tq1Ser"':r. ( iet/)utu(,·tr) 
l/ str "( i2 I" n1e11 /mugel < iarap,e. I '1.,·1hle frue 
Fm/ Suh 
To invisible thc light icon (turn111g off the light) 11 still the same as to v1!'1bk the 11.' rn1 
(turning on the light ) Siring compared codmg h:td been uscd. 
Every icon in Virtual Home Module has specific name and specific string 
representing. 
Virtual I lume Module has function to show Local LP. User just has to run this server 
application to get IP address JP address gained from this application can be use at 
client applicnt1on in order to establish the connection. Below is a coding to get local 
IP address 
t)() 
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Private Sub For111 loadO 
txtLoca//P. Text = tcpServer.Local/P 
Call tcpServer. LISlen 
F.11d Sub 
Call tcpScrver.Listen is a coding to instruct server application to listen to client 
application. The coding is located at fonn load because every time server application 
form is loaded, server application will listen to client application automatically. 
Besides receiving string, this module also can send string to User Interface Module 
Clicking on event simulation wi ll send appropriate string to User Interface and 
message box \\ 111 appear Those arc coding for scnd111g stnng from sci\ er 
application 
/
1r11·e11t• Suh /111ag,ef."1re ('/Jc/.. () 
( 'ull tcp,\'aver .. \'e11clf)u1c1("/1r t' ") 
1~·11c1 ,\'11/> 
J> rt1'< 11t• Sub / 111a~e Kt!)' C/Jck() 
('all rep erver. 'e11dDa1a("1111ruder") 
Em/ Suh 
6.3.3 Winsock oding 
Winsock coding 1s a socket coding provided by Visual Basic. In Literature Review 
chapter, I had stated to use Java for socket programming. During development stage I 
had found 11 was easier to code socket using this tool. After discussion with several 
friends whom was a programmer in Klang Valley, I decide to use Winsock instead of 
Juva 
t) I 
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Below is stated some Winsock coding and its description. 
l'nvme S11b cmdC01111ect _ ClickO 
If (tcpC/ie11t.State · > sckC/osed) Then tcpC/ient. Close 
tcpC/umt. ( '01111ec1 
End S11h 
Description: Socket will connect if there 1s a server application currently in 
'LISTEN ' state. 
/>n\'(//1 1 Suh cmd /'er11111wte ( '!tckO 
tcpC!tc•nt. ('lose 
/:'m I ,\'uh 
Description: Sm:kct "ill disconnected 
/>n w111.• Suh tcpServa Cm111ec11011Nec1111•st(/Jy l 'ul rt '</ llt's/I/ ) 1ls /,fmg} 
((tcpServer. Stnte , ' sckC/oscd /'hen 
t cpSe n •cr. ('lose 
tcpScrwr. /,1ste11 
End If 
tcpScn •er.Accept{request I DJ 
l:.:nd S11h 
l>~criptiow This coding is situated at server application side. It will close any 
socket currently open and start to listen to any client request. If server had found 
request from client which match with server address, it wi ll accept the client request 
1)) 
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and start to establish the connection. Once these two applications has cormectcd, both 
side can send and received data from each other. 
6.4 Conclusion 
This chapter is discussing about system implementation stage which is a crucial stage 
in system development. Development environment, platform and system have been 
stated clearly in this chapter. Next chapter will discussing about testing stage. 
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[ CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is the process of testing process and approach used to test the system. 
It is a critical phase which is to make sure the system is fulfill s the user requirements. 
In this phase, a systematica lly test procedure is need to make sure the system is 
tested thoroughly and completely. A few steps of test procedure have to go through 
to complete the system testing; there arc unit testing, integration testing, sub-system 
testing, overal I system test ing and acceptance 1esting as shown in the fi gure below. 
lJnil Testing 
-
A 
~ 
'-
1 ntegrnt ion 
Tcstinu 
,. 
... 
Ovt!rall 
_._ 
vstem 
,. 
•• 
,____ Acceptance 
Testing 
Figure 7 I System Testing Process 
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7.2 Unit Testing 
Unit testing stressed on the components' function that linked the modules in this 
system. Unit testing is done after every module to ensure the correctness and to find 
any error or problems in the module. Every module needs to be tested in every aspect 
such as error handling and logic now interface. 
For Smart I lome Simulation prOJCCt, every function 1s tested separately. There arc 
two units of components in Smart I lome Simulation has been tested, User Interface 
and Virtual liome In User lnte1 face testing, every page links were chcdcd to ensure 
all pages na\ rgat1on is correct V11tual I lornc must show all action from lher 
Interface /\II icons showed in Virtual I lomc has been tested and chcc l-1.:d to mnl-c 
sure the n~h1 icon appear when use1 1-c\ 111 :111 111put 
From this stage, demonstration module has been produced to get lccdbad rrnm 
respondents. Several respondents had been <lemonstmte<l and they ha' c to fi II up 
feedback form to gain their comments in ordc1 w 1mprm c this system 
7.3 Integra tion Testing 
When collccllons of components ha\ e been unit tested, the next step is ensuring that 
the interface among the components are defined and handled properly. The 
integration testing 1s the process that verifying the system components works 
together as described in the system and program design specifications. 
Figure 7 2 11lustratc~ the intcgratron of the component~ in Smart I Jome Simulation 
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Winsock l 
Figure 7 2 r h l! llltcgration of the COlllJXHll!lltS Ill Smart I !om\.! S1mulat1011 
7.4 Overall ystcm Testing. 
Then, next test ing is the Overall System Testing. This testing is used to ensure that 
all the components or modules of the system arc functioning properly. 
7.5 Acceptance Testing. 
This stage is an important part in the system testing. It is been done by the user of the 
system It is commences when the system is ready to use. User involvement in this 
stage is to make sure the system meets their understanding of requirement, which 
rnuy be di fferent from the developer 
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Acceptance testing also includes performance and efficiency testing. System 
perfonnancc and efficiency has been tested in real environment. Each PC was 
assigned with IP address and port number to ensure every signal from User Interface 
received the destination correctly. 
7.6 Conclusion 
Testing stage is vc:.ry vital stage:. in developing the system. f-rom testing stage every 
error will detected and improvement can be done. In testing stage for Smart I lornc 
Simulation. there "ere many errors detected especially on Winsod. coding That 
make me lca111:- how hard to develop a sv~tcm 111d1 iduall y I lopeful 1. Sm:u t I lomc.: 
Simulation testing stage \ ill be 111 • mvaluahk l'\ j1Cncncc for me 111 the futur e 
t) I 
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[ CHAPTER 8: DISCUSSION 
Smart Home Simulation project has achieved almost aims and objectives stated in 
introduction of the report. Due to the project boundaries, there are some limitations 
in this system and future enhancement can be made to produce a perfect version of 
Smart I lomc Simulation. 
8.1 Objectives Achieved 
Smart 1 lome Simulation project achieved its objectives aficr it has been developed. 
They arc· 
• Developed a dynamic and 111teractl\'e S\ sh.: m successfully 
• A profl.:ss1onal interface and meets users· requi rements 
• Replaced real world Smart l lo111e "11h -,1m11lator 
• De\ eloped a irtual guidance to usa for umkrstand1ng Smart I lomc 
8.2 System Strength 
Below is stated Smart I lomc Simulation strl.!ngth 
8.2.1 User Friendly 
The graphic user mtcrface of the system is easy to use for the user. Simple and easily 
understandable standard control objects such as buttons, text box and tips are 
available 111 the system These predictable user interfaces will enable potential user to 
shorten the lenming curve of using the system. 
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8.2.2 Transpa rency 
The system is transparent to the user. One docs not have to posses' knowledge how 
the system connected, hO\" the system structured and etc. For example, users don' t 
need to know how to send data. All they need to do is 'cl ick' and see the result . 
8.2.3 Simple Opcrntion Maintenance 
This system can run at any PC as long as users enter the right IP address. User can 
obtain server PC IP address by n 111 ning server appl ication. 
8.3 . ystcm l.imitntion 
Below is stated tl11 ., s stem l11rn tat1011 
8.3.1 G ra phic l sc r lntrrfacc 
The graphic user 111tcrfocc availablc 111 the system. can still he cnhnm:c..: mo1c 
multimedia tcchnologics in order to attract users w the sysh.: m. 
8.3.2 Lack of Features 
To build powcrf ul simulation, more features must be attached. This system should 
not limit to sw11ch on or switch ofT home appliances, it should have controller 
fu nction such as speed up fan, controlling air condition temperature and etc. More 
features \\111 grvc user more mfonnation. 
8.4 Prohlcm Encounter nnd olution 
Below he1c rs a lrst of encountered problems and its solution. Some solution may 
come ca1, ily hut there were tl10~c that rcqurred an alternati ve solution. 
l)I) 
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8.4. l Problem in dcYclopmcnt tools 
In order to develop a good simulation, one must possess a good knowledge and 
experience about development tools. And I lack of this aspect which burden me most 
of time in system development. Furthermore this is my fi rst time developing system 
using Visual Basic tool. 
SOLUTION: I have overcome this problem with learning and understanding source 
code from Internet. I also used the method of trial and error to gain more 
understanding of tlus tool. Beside that . I always refer to fr iend who posses a good 
knowledge and had experience in developing system 
8.4.2 Prohlrm in \Vinsock coding. 
After de\ clnprng User Interface Module and Virtual I lomc Module. I \1:11 tcd to 
develop third llllldu le or tlus system. \V111'-\)Cl-. I )111 111g d(Hng the cod111r I had li.111mJ 
some pages cannot 1ecogni1.c Winsocl. I had lkcl:ired hc;forc 
SOLUTION· 'Io o crcomc this pmbkm I han: to drnnge whok lJ sc;1 lntl.!1 face 
Module. I had re-designed this module and linally I found it can function wdl alk r 
severa l modificaturns 
8.S Recommendation and Future Enhancement 
Those arc enhancement can be made to improve this simulation. 
8.5. l Enhuncc Function and co pe 
As sta ted h<.:forc. Smart I lome S11nulat1 on only focused on several home appliances 
and scvcru l function In future or next version of Smart I Jome Simulation more 
function can he add<.:d such as more home appliances, controller function and timer 
I 00 
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function. By added this function and scope, this simulation could be more realistic 
and attractive. 
8.5.2 System ccu rity 
Smart llomc Simulation could be more smarts if there's a securi ty function to access 
the system. In real world Smart Home only authorize user can log in to the system to 
avoid third party from access user house. In the future Smart 1 lomc Simulation 
should have security function such as requesting login name and password. 
8.5.3 llanlwnrc Involves 
To produce a rcalh powerfu l simulat ion. ha r<l"~uc mvolvmg should co11s1c.k1 :I' .. an 
important a:-. p1.:ct l·rom my opinion, to de\ dop a powerful s11nulat10n a tc.1111 of 
development ... twuld he f'onncd rl1 t: 11.:am " '"Hild b1: a co111h1natton ol t \ 1111pt1t1:1 
Scicncl! stuc.lr..:nt :111d Flcctrica l Fngmccnng student l'o111putc1 Sc1c11cc stutknt " ill 
take rcsponsihlc to develop s stem. 11llafocc and phys ical corrncct ion "ht le 
Electrical Enginccring student build up a circui t needed. 1 hdieve this co111h1n:111on 
wi ll produce not Jll~ t a simulation It is mon.: than that. It will p1oducc whut we can 
call it 'MINI MART l IOM E'. 
8.6 EApcricncc und Knowledge Gained 
Throughout the duration of system development, a lot of invaluable experiences have 
been obtained 'I he most important is the experience of developing a system. The 
systematic apprnnch ha<; been used and practica lly applied in developing the Smart 
1 lomc Simulation The systematic approach is embodied in System Development 
Lr fo Cycll.: (SDI.( ') as what I have learned theoretically in my course 
I() I 
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Developing Smart Home Simulation is indeed challenging and exciting experience. I 
have personally experienced the power of using Visual Basic 6.0 software especially 
during Winsock coding. 
During the system implementation phase, I had through my hard time especially 
during test ing stage. l have to re-develop several things to encounter an error 
detected in testing stage. 
Apart from that , I found my programming si..1lls ha e advanced a big step fon ard 
af\cr I complc1cd the project I also ha\ e learnt the wa of writ111g source code 111 a 
better wa lk s1dcs that, I ha c gained 111' aluahle experience in dcvclop111g the 
system. 
8.7 Summa r·~ 
All in all , thi!'> project has achieved and f11llilk<l the objectives n11d 1cqu11c1111.:nts 
detennincd dunng the system analysis. Sma1 t l lome Simulation not nnly a 
simulation system it also provide informa11rn1 and "-m)\\ kdg~ about Snuu t l lomt.:. 
The Smart I lomc Simulation can be cla11ncd as a pioneer to promote new invention 
and technology in Malaysia. Most of Malaysian citizens are not realize about this 
technology existence. This system will act as a guide for people to gain Smart Home 
infonnat1 on in fast and easy way 
From academic wise, this paper taught me how to be a part of development team. 
This proJcCI 11cccJcd me to fol low the o,o ft warc c11g111ccri11g methods, rule, 
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documentations and tools in order to build good system. I have to use all the theory 
that I have learned before. And by doing so, it make me have better understanding on 
those theories. 
Hopefully, this project will guide me to face the real working environment in the 
future. 
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